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Foreword
This study is designed to provide a discussion o f suggested auditing pro
cedures and the problems auditors may encounter in obtaining satisfaction
about their clients’ representations regarding the physical existence, com 
pleteness, ownership, valuation and condition, and financial presentation and
disclosure o f inventories.
The study is part o f the Auditing Procedure Study series o f the American
Institute o f Certified Public Accountants (AIC PA) and the Audit Technique
Study series o f the Canadian Institute o f Chartered Accountants (CICA). It
was prepared by a study group consisting o f AICPA and CICA members. The
study group compared generally accepted auditing standards in the United
States and Canada and found them to be similar as they relate to the audit
o f inventories. This study em bodies examination standards contained in the
AICPA Statements on Auditing Standards and in the auditing section o f the
CICA Handbook as they apply to the audit o f inventories.
It was not part o f the study group’s mandate to consider the appropriate
ness o f the various methods o f inventory accounting permitted under gen 
erally accepted accounting principles in the United States and Canada.
Appreciation is expressed to the members o f the study group for their
efforts in producing this study. The participation o f Donald E. Sheehy, CA,
CICA Research Manager, who, at the direction o f the study group, undertook
the research and drafting o f the study, is also appreciated.
D on Pallais, CPA
Director, Audit and Accounting
Guides
American Institute o f Certified
Public Accountants, N ew York
January 1986

David J. M oore, CA
Research Studies D irector
Canadian Institute o f Chartered
Accountants, Toronto

Introduction

SIGNIFICANCE OF INVENTORIES
Generally, inventories reflect the characteristics o f a business m ore than any
other asset does. Significant to manufacturing, wholesale, and retail organi
zations, inventories frequently are also material to the financial statements
o f service organizations. It has been estimated that, for some types o f busi
nesses, inventories constitute 20 to 25 percent o f total assets1 and represent
the largest current asset.
A material inventory misstatement usually has a direct effect on current
assets, w orking capital, total assets, cost o f sales, gross margin, and net in
come. It can also have an indirect effect on items such as profit sharing and
incom e taxes.
Many com plex and significant problems in an audit are related to inven
tories. Inventories, production, and cost o f sales constitute perhaps the most
pervasive, significant, and difficult subject in accounting and auditing and,
indeed, in business management generally.2

PURPOSE OF STUDY
Except for some general guidance on physical inspection, little authoritative
guidance exists for auditing inventories. This study discusses the circum
stances that might be encountered and the types o f procedures that an
auditor considers in obtaining assurance about client representations re
garding existence, completeness, ownership, valuation (including condi
tion), and financial statement presentation and disclosure o f inventories. The
study emphasizes the need for proper planning, including a proper assess
ment o f audit risk, to ensure that sufficient appropriate audit evidence about
inventories is obtained.

1. James Carty, “Ask The Right Questions About Inventory Control,” W orld Accou n tin g Report
(January 1984): 20.
2. Jerry D. Sullivan, Richard A. Gnospelius, Philip L. Defliese, and Henry R. Jaenicke, M on tgom 
ery’s A u d itin g 10th ed. (N e w York: John W iley & Sons, 1985), 599.
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SELECTION OF AUDIT PROCEDURES
The study suggests various audit procedures to corroborate management
assertions. The auditor’s choice o f procedures depends on the circumstances
o f the engagement and the nature o f the client’s operations. Accordingly, no
proposed procedures can be designed to suit all circumstances. The auditor
should exercise professional judgment in determ ining g o o d practice in a
particular case.

DEFINITION OF INVENTORIES
For the purposes o f this study, the term inventories refers to the aggregate
items o f property that are —
1. H eld for sale as part o f the company’s normal operations (finished
goods).
2. In process o f production or assembly for sale (w o rk in process).
3. To be incorporated into, or consumed in the production of, goods
and services for sale (raw materials and supplies).
In general, inventories represent an accumulation o f costs that are ultimately
expected, in a normal business cycle, to generate and be matched against
future revenues by a charge to cost o f sales or an equivalent account.
The costs associated with spare parts for the items sold b y an entity are
usually included as part o f the company’s finished goods or, occasionally,
are expensed. The costs associated with spare parts and items, such as tools
and dies, for the entity’s ow n machinery are occasionally included in inven
tories but are usually shown elsewhere in the balance sheet (such as in
equipm ent) or, sometimes, are expensed.
Inventories range from items that are easily audited to those that present
significant audit difficulty. Factors that affect the level o f difficulty include —
• The complexity o f the m anufacturing process. Manufactured items,
especially those consisting o f many com ponent parts and significant
labor and overhead, are inherently difficult to value.
• The ability to identify p rod u ct components. Items that are harder to
identify are usually harder to audit, especially for existence and val
uation.
• Susceptibility to obsolescence, whether physical o r technical.
• Susceptibility to spoilage. Highly perishable products often present
m ore audit problems than do nonperishable ones.

EMPHASIS OF STUDY
This study concentrates on auditing physical items, particularly manufactured
inventories because o f their inherent complexities. Assets other than physical
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items have occasionally been described as inventories. Examples include
unbilled services, broadcasting and program m ing costs, and b o ok and mag
azine prepublication costs. In addition, significant costs (fo r example, design
engineering) are often accumulated in inventory b efore a physical product
associated with such costs is produced. Although nonphysical items are not
the focus o f this study, much o f the study can be applied to them. The main
difference between nonphysical and physical items, from an auditing p er
spective, is that evidence regarding existence normally is obtained by means
other than physical observation.

Chapter

Auditor’s Objective And
Initial Planning Considerations

This chapter reviews im portant in itia l p la n n in g considerations f o r the audit
o f inventories, including the au d itor’s objective and the concepts o f mate
riality and audit risk. It also discusses the im portance and effect o f internal
controls and the use o f sampling, computer-assisted audit techniques, and
specialists. Chapters that fo llo w discuss additional p la n n in g and other con 
siderations and procedures that relate to the corroboration o f specific asser
tions. Procedures relating to m ore than one assertion are discussed
separately in chapter 5.

AUDITOR’S OBJECTIVE
Although it is management’s responsibility to determ ine and present inven
tories accurately in accordance with generally accepted accounting princi
ples, it is the auditor’s objective to obtain sufficient appropriate audit
evidence to corroborate management’s assertions regarding the following:
•
•
•
•

Existence— that all recorded inventories exist
Completeness— that all inventories are recorded
Ownership— that all recorded inventories are ow n ed
Valuation— that the stated basis o f valuation is appropriate, properly
applied, and consistent with previous periods, and that the condition
o f inventories is recognized in the valuation
• Presentation and disclosure— that all inventories are properly clas
sified, described, and disclosed in the financial statements.

Existence
The existence assertion deals with whether assets o r liabilities exist at a
given date. For example, management asserts that raw materials are available
to be put into production o r that finished goods are available for sale. The
auditor’s objective is to obtain evidence that the inventories, represented by
the client to exist at the balance sheet date, do in fact exist.

1
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Com pleteness
The completeness assertion deals with whether all transactions and accounts
that should be presented in the financial statements are so included. For
example, management asserts that all inventories have been recorded and
are included in the financial statements, and the auditor’s objective is to
obtain evidence that this is so at the balance sheet date.

O wnership
The ownership assertion deals with w hether the assets are ow n ed by the
entity at the balance sheet date. For example, management asserts that all
inventories recorded are the legal property o f the entity, free from liens o r
other security interests, or, if not, that such liens, pledges, o r other security
interests are disclosed. The auditor’s objective is to obtain evidence that the
inventories are, in fact, ow n ed at the balance sheet date and that, in con
junction with the presentation and disclosure assertion, all necessary disclo
sures are made.

Valuation (In clud in g Condition)
The valuation assertion deals with whether the assets have been included in
the financial statements at an appropriate amount. For example, management
may assert that all raw materials have been recorded at the lo w er o f cost
and market value follow in g the first-in, first-out (F IF O ) method. Condition
is not a separate assertion, but part o f the valuation assertion. Management
also asserts that all obsolete, nonsalable, o r slow-m oving inventory has been
properly identified and valued. The auditor’s objective is to obtain evidence
that inventories are appropriately recorded at the described carrying value
on a consistent basis.

Presentation and Disclosure
Presentation and disclosure assertions deal with w hether components o f
financial statements are properly classified, described, and disclosed. For
example, management asserts that inventories are properly disclosed in ac
cordance with generally accepted accounting principles (o r another appro
priate basis o f accounting). The auditor’s objective is to obtain satisfaction
about the appropriateness o f the presentation and disclosure.

INITIAL PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
General Familiarization
W hen planning the examination, the auditor normally reviews the prior
year’s w orking papers to identify problems with prior-year inventories. The
auditor may also obtain preliminary financial data from the client to perform
analytical review procedures, such as those set out under “Analytical Review
Procedures” in chapter 5. By perform ing som e financial comparisons with
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prior years, the auditor may be able to isolate potential problem areas. The
comparisons also aid in the consideration o f materiality and audit risk, both
o f which are important to the auditor in planning the audit, designing and
conducting auditing procedures, and evaluating w hether the financial state
ments are presented fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.

Materiality
For each audit engagement, the auditor considers appropriate materiality
levels. This consideration guides both audit planning and evaluation o f the
audit results. In planning the audit o f inventories, the auditor should keep
in mind relationships such as—
• The relative amounts o f inventory, net income, and other assets.
• The relative amounts o f each type o f inventory (ra w materials, w ork
in process, and finished go o d s) as they w ou ld apply to each financial
statement assertion. The auditor w ou ld not focus undue attention on
any portion o f the inventories if any potential errors, w hen aggre
gated with other errors, w ou ld not be material to the financial state
ments.
• The relative amounts o f the inventory contained at each location.
The auditor w ou ld not focus undue attention on locations at which
any potential errors, when aggregated with other errors, w ou ld not
be material to the financial statements.

Audit Risk
In general, the nature, timing, and extent o f audit testing depend not only
on the materiality o f the inventory item in question but also on the audit
risk1 associated with it. Audit risk is the risk that the auditor w ill unknowingly
fail to m odify the audit opinion on financial statements that are materially
misstated. The three components o f audit risk are inherent risk, control risk,
and detection risk.
The number o f phases o r procedures, both physical and clerical, often
required to produce a final inventory amount makes the final amount greatly
susceptible to inadvertent error o r manipulation. Therefore, an auditor fre
quently w ill assess inventories as having a high inherent risk. Inherent risk
is the susceptibility o f an account to an error that could be material, w hen
aggregated with other errors, to the financial statements. The follow in g are
factors that influence the degree o f inherent risk:
• Num ber and variety o f items
• Difficulties o f costing the items

1. Adapted from Audit Risk a n d Materiality in Con du ctin g an Audit, Statement on Auditing
Standards (S A S) No. 47 (N e w York: AICPA, 1983), paragraphs 17-20, and R.J. Anderson, The
External Audit, 2nd ed. (Toronto: C opp Clark Pitman, 1984), 147-48.
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• Transportability o f the items
• Potential for rapid obsolescence o r spoilage o f the items
• Potential for pilferage
As a result o f the inherent risk, the auditor w ill usually want to assess the

con trol risk— that is, the risk that the internal control system w ill fail to
prevent or detect such errors. In designing the audit procedures fo r inven
tories, the auditor must consider the potential detection risk— that is, the
risk that the auditor w ill fail to identify a material error that does exist.

Inherent Risk
A manufacturing operation’s inventories often have a higher inherent risk
and produce greater complexities fo r the auditor than do inventories o f
another business— for example, a wholesale operation— because o f the na
ture o f the manufacturing process and costing systems. External factors also
influence inherent risk. For example, technological developm ents might
make a particular product obsolete, thereby causing inventory to be m ore
susceptible to overstatement.
The follow in g illustrate situations in which additional audit com plexities
and increased inherent risk can arise.
• Long-term m anufacturing processes. Audit issues related to long
term manufacturing processes (fo r example, aircraft manufacturing
and alcoholic beverage processing) include obtaining satisfaction
about deferred costs, costs to be incurred, and the ultimate profit
o r loss, which may be affected by future market fluctuations o r spoil
age.
• Fixed p rice contracts. Significant audit issues relate to uncertainties
about costs to be incurred.
• Commodity inventories. Valuation is a significant audit issue, as com 
modities are subject to extrem e and rapid market fluctuations. Many
companies try to reduce this risk by hedging against future price
changes.
• Clothing and otherfashion-related industries. Potential obsolescence
is a significant audit issue because o f changes in consumer prefer
ences for styles and colors.
• Inventories o f perishable goods. The risk o f deterioration can b e high
because o f the physical characteristics and shelf life o f the goods.
• High-technology inventories. Obsolescence can occur because o f
technological advances.
• High unit-value inventories. Jewelry inventory often has a higher
inherent risk than an inventory consisting of, fo r example, manufac
tured metal fasteners.

Control Risk
Control risk is the risk that errors that could occur w ill not be prevented or
detected on a timely basis by the system o f internal control. The high in
herent risk for inventories prompts many companies to im plem ent detailed
control procedures. G ood internal control is a means o f safeguarding phys
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ical quantities and providing accurate quantity and cost data. H owever, an
audit can be conducted in the absence o f a g o o d overall internal control
system. In addition, an auditor may be able to rely on specific effective
internal controls even in the absence o f a go o d overall internal control
system. For example, an auditor might rely on a control ensuring that all
goods received have been recorded by using prenum bered receiving reports
agreed to recorded vendors’ invoices, although weaknesses might exist in
other elements o f the controls over the purchases/payables function. Reli
ance on such a control could reduce the amount o f cutoff testing that might
otherwise be performed.
M ore sophisticated systems are likely to have controls that enable the
auditor to rely on those systems in determ ining the nature, timing, and extent
o f substantive audit procedures. The assessment o f the specific impact o f
internal controls is identified in the study according to the effect on the
inventory assertions.
Internal controls can encompass nearly all functions involved in produc
ing and selling the entity’s products— purchasing, receiving, storing, pro
cessing, and shipping. The perpetual inventory records and cost accounting
procedures, interrelated with the purchasing and sales systems, affect the
control over inventory quantities and values. The specific internal controls
contained within each o f the functions are not addressed in this study as
there are a number o f publications that deal with these matters. H owever,
examples o f controls are set out in the list that follows. In smaller enterprises,
all functions described in the list can be perform ed by individuals rather
than by departments. The major concern is that the general objectives o f the
functions are achieved. Control risk generally increases if individuals p er
form incompatible functions— that is, functions that place any person in a
position to perpetrate and conceal errors o r irregularities in the ordinary
performance o f that person’s duties. Anyone having access to both the assets
and the related accounting records could be in such a position.
An internal control system comprises numerous internal controls. Some
controls are interdependent; others function independently. T o b e effective
and useful to the auditor, each internal control should be designed w ell,
operating properly, and capable o f being tested. There are various types o f
internal controls over inventories that result in varying degrees o f effective
ness. These are set out as Appendix A
The follow ing are examples o f internal controls fo r inventories.
• Purchasing. A general objective fo r purchasing is that all transactions
be properly authorized. The use o f purchase orders provides a basic
level o f internal control. M ore effective internal control w ou ld be
present with the use o f prenumbered, priced, and approved pur
chase orders that are periodically accounted for.
• Receiving. A general objective for receiving is that all goods received
be recorded. The use o f receiving reports provides a basic level o f
internal control. M ore effective internal control w ou ld be present if
all goods w ere received by an independent department responsible
for physical inspection, determination o f quantities recorded, prep
aration o f receiving reports, forwarding o f reports to the accounting
department, and transmittal o f goods to stores.

6
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• Storing. A general objective is that access to inventories be permitted
only in accordance with management’s instructions. The use o f a
fence provides a basic level o f internal control. M ore effective inter
nal control w ou ld be present with the use o f sophisticated security
measures to protect the inventory from accidental destruction o r
theft, and with proper storage facilities to protect against accidental
destruction o r spoilage.
• Issuing. A general objective is that all inventory issues be authorized.
The use o f departmental requisitions to control factory issues pro
vides a basic level o f internal control. M ore effective internal control
w ou ld be present if such requisitions w ere accounted for.
• Processing (Prod uction). A general objective is that all production
be appropriately recorded. The use o f production reports provides
a basic level o f internal control. M ore effective internal control
w ou ld be present if reports on defective goods and reports that
identify and measure scrap materials w ere used.
• Shipping. A general objective is that all shipments be recorded. The
use o f shipping documents provides a basic level o f internal control.
M ore effective internal control w ould be present if all shipments
required authorization by the sales department and if prenum bered
forms that are periodically accounted for and that w ill later form the
basis for billing w ere used.
Internal control is a tool used by management in operating the business; it
is not established primarily to help the auditor conduct the audit. Formal
documentation may not be a required feature o f an internal control system.
Control may be achieved by informal procedures, depending on matters
such as regularity in conducting the informal procedures and the persons
conducting them. Informal procedures often leave som e form o f evidence
o f performance, such as an informal reconciliation o r listing, that the auditor
can examine. W hen there is no evidence o f performance, the control pro
cedures typically are tested by using inquiry, observation, or reperform ance
procedures. For example, an accounting clerk might check all additions and
extensions on a supplier’s invoice, but if the invoice is not initialled to
document the checking, different and m ore extensive audit procedures, such
as reperformance, might be required for an auditor to rely on the control.
The type o f internal controls used are closely related to the sophistication
o f the entity’s inventory accounting system. There are various types o f in
ventory accounting systems, such as the following:
• Period ic inventory system. Inventory is determ ined through a phys
ical count and valuation. As a result, there are usually no inventory
recording procedures other than the basic recording o f purchases
and sales.
• Cost accounting system without perpetual inventory records. This
system produces total inventory dollar-value information on a con
tinuous basis, using, for example, a standard cost, actual cost, process
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cost, job cost system, o r a retail inventory system. Although there is
no item o r quantity information available, som e controls may exist,
such as comparison and reconciliation o f b o ok and physical totals,
provided that all overages and shortages are properly identified and
investigated.
• Cost accounting system with perpetual inventory records. This sys
tem produces dollar-value information using a cost accounting sys
tem supported by a perpetual system that produces quantity and
dollar information fo r each inventory item o r group o f items. The
comparison and reconciliation o f the results produced by both sys
tems add one m ore elem ent o f internal control.
I f perpetual inventory records are present, they can contain quantities, val
ues, o r both. In addition, perpetual records may o r may not b e used in
conjunction with a cost accounting system. With perpetual inventory records,
quantity information is maintained on a continuing basis. This can be an
important control because on-hand quantities data are readily available to
m onitor purchasing, sales, and production. Such records may also discour
age theft and waste.
In a computerized system, there may be additional information processing
controls, such as system log and application program controls, on w hich the
auditor may wish to rely. The auditor may want to refer to any o f the current
publications on computer controls fo r appropriate guidance in identifying,
evaluating, and, w here appropriate, testing the procedures.2

Detection Risk
Detection risk is the risk that auditing procedures w ill lead the auditor to
conclude that an error that could be material w hen aggregated w ith other
errors does not exist, w hen in fact it does. The auditor can reduce the risk
o f failing to detect material errors by increasing the extent o f substantive
procedures (tests o f detail and analytical review procedures), m oving the
date o f the balance tested closer to the balance sheet date, o r choosing m ore
effective procedures. Detection risk and audit procedures are discussed in
the remaining sections o f this study.

SAMPLING
As addressed in the follow in g chapters, there are various audit sampling
applications available for testing inventories. They include, fo r example, se
lecting items for inventory price testing and clerical accuracy, selecting test
counts, and agreeing inventory quantities to final listings. Although specific

2. See, for example, Com puter Audit Guidelines (Toronto: CICA, 1975), and G o rd o n B. Davis,
D onald L. Adams, and Carol A Schaller, A uditing & E D P, 2nd ed. (N e w York: AICPA, 1983).
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typ es o f s a m p lin g t e c h n iq u e s a r e n o t d is c u s s e d in this study, a n u m b e r o f
p u b lic a t io n s d e a l e x t e n s iv e ly w it h th e to p ic .3

USE OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED AUD IT TECHNIQUES
Audit objectives and the relationship betw een internal controls and com pli
ance and substantive tests are the same for both manual and com puterized
systems. The manner in which the tests are perform ed may differ, however.
I f records supporting inventory balances and the related incom e and ex 
pense accounts are maintained on a computer, it is often appropriate fo r the
auditor to analyze the data using computer audit software. Audit programs
can help in—
• Testing clerical accuracy by reperform ing the entity’s procedures
(fo r example, calculations, totals, and analyses, such as aged trial
balances, prepared by the client).
• Selecting samples fo r physical inspection and price testing.
• Identifying large o r unusual items.
• Performing price tests.
• Isolating products for particular audit analysis (such as items in ex 
cess o f current and forecast demand), and accumulation o f such
items.
• Analytical review procedures.
• Testing quantity aggregations.
Applications are discussed in m ore detail in Appendix G.
If a client’s files are not computerized, the auditor nonetheless may be
able to use a computer in the audit. The auditor often can perform computerassisted procedures relating to general ledger and financial statement prep
aration, analytical review procedures, and sampling applications.

USE OF SPECIALISTS
The auditor is not expected to possess the expertise o f a specialist trained
or qualified in another profession or occupation. The auditor may not have
the expertise to evaluate the existence and valuation o f a particular inventory.
In such a situation, the auditor may conclude that reliance on the expertise
o f a specialist is needed on matters potentially material to the financial
statements. Those situations are addressed in the appropriate sections o f this3

3. See, for example, D onald A Leslie, Albert D. Teitlebaum, and Rodney J. Anderson, D olla runit Sam pling (Toronto, Ont.: C opp Clark Pitman, 1979); R.J. Anderson, The External Audit,
2nd ed., 458-516; Alvin A Arens and James K. Loebbecke, Application o f Statistical Sam pling
to Auditing (E nglew ood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1981); D onald M. Roberts, Statistical A u 
diting (N e w York: AICPA, 1978); and Statistical Sampling Subcommittee, Audit Sam pling (N e w
York: AICPA, 1983).
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study. Auditors should also refer to authoritative guidance on using special
ists.4

USE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS
There may be situations in which it is appropriate to use the w ork o f an
internal auditor. Internal auditors routinely study and evaluate the internal
control systems and perform substantive tests. Their w ork can sometimes
be relied on by the independent auditor to reduce the extent o f his tests.
Although the internal auditor’s w ork cannot be substituted for the external
auditor’s, the external auditor should consider the procedures that the in
ternal auditor can perform in determining the nature, extent, and timing o f
the inventory audit procedures. Internal auditor assistance might be bene
ficial in tasks such as (1 ) testing valuations, (2 ) testing internal control sys
tems, (3 ) testing cutoff, and (4 ) inventory counting. The external auditor
should be familiar with related authoritative guidance5 w hen it is decided
that the w ork perform ed by an internal auditor w ill affect the nature, extent,
and timing o f the audit procedures to be performed.

CONCLUSION
T o obtain sufficient audit evidence to corroborate management’s assertions
for inventories, the auditor should consider the following:
1. The financial statement assertions that apply to the client’s inven
tories
2. The three components o f audit risk that pertain to the engagement
and h ow overall risk might be m inim ized
3. The appropriate materiality levels for audit planning and evaluation
(keeping in mind the relationships betw een inventory, net income,
and other assets), and the relative importance o f each inventory
component

4. SAS No. 11, Using The W ork o f a Specialist (N e w York: AICPA, 1975), and “Using The W o rk
o f a Specialist,” CICA H a nd book (Toronto: CICA), Section 5360.
5. SAS No. 9, The Effect o f an Intern al Audit Function o n the Scope o f the Ind epen d en t A u d itor’s
Exam ination (N e w York: AICPA, 1975); and “Internal Control,” C ICA H a n d book (Toronto:
CICA), paragraphs 5215.17-5215.21.

Chapter
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Existence, Ownership, and
Completeness—
Planning Considerations

Procedures used to satisfy the audit objectives f o r existence, ownership, and
completeness often are closely interrelated and, because they depend on the
physical cou nt attendance as a central fo c a l p oin t, overlap in a num ber o f
instances. Therefore, to avoid redundancy in this study, these three assertions
are addressed together. The rem aining assertions are discussed separately.

AUDITOR’S OBJECTIVE
The auditor’s objective concerning existence, ownership, and completeness
is to obtain assurance that all inventories represented and recorded by the
client do in fact exist, are the legal property o f the client, and include all
inventories owned.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Until the end o f the 1930s, it was customary to limit the audit w ork for
inventories to an examination o f records only. The standards o f the era did
not require observation, physical count attendance, o r actual contact with
the inventories. Auditors avoided taking responsibility fo r verifying the ac
curacy o f quantities and physical existence, arguing that they w ere not qual
ified to identify and measure the great variety o f their clients’ inventories.
This situation changed with the McKesson and Robbins, Inc. investigation
in the United States. The 1939 Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
hearings disclosed that the audited financial statements o f that company,
listed on the N ew York Stock Exchange, contained $19 m illion in fictitious
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assets— about 25 percent o f total assets. Fictitious inventories amounted to
approximately $10 million. Because o f that investigation, the public account
ing profession was faced with the necessity o f accepting responsibility for
verifying the physical existence o f inventories— o r being challenged that its
audit function offered no real protection to investors o r other users o f fi
nancial statements. As a result, the profession required auditors to observe
the counting o f the physical inventory in most cases.
Generally accepted auditing procedures require that the auditor normally
observe the physical inventories count unless the amounts are immaterial.
In some instances, however, when goods are stored at a public warehouse
o r when it is not practicable to attend, confirmation and other procedures
may be sufficient. Such procedures are discussed in detail in “ Inventories
H eld by o r for Others” and “ Using the W ork o f a Specialist” in this chapter
and in “Following up Confirmations” in chapter 3.

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF ASSERTIONS
The potential interrelationship o f the assertions can be illustrated as follows:
1. The auditor usually w ill find that the existence and ownership as
sertions can be corroborated substantially at the count attendance.
Depending on the planning and test results, goods observed at the
client’s location (to obtain satisfaction with respect to the existence
assertion) may be presumed to be ow n ed by the client (and, thus,
provide some evidence for the ownership assertion) unless som e
thing comes to the auditor’s attention that indicates otherwise. The
auditor should consider, however, investigating the existence o f
goods out on consignment that might be included in the client’s
count.
2. During the count attendance, the auditor probably w ill obtain evi
dence supporting both the existence and completeness assertions.
For example, at the count attendance, the auditor may check the
count tags attached to the goods for proper description and quan
tity, satisfying the existence and completeness assertions. The aud
itor also checks whether all items are tagged, thereby obtaining
evidence supporting the completeness assertion.
In addition, the auditor usually observes and inquires about the condition
o f the inventories at the count attendance. As discussed in “Testing Condition
o f the Inventory” in chapter 4, the auditor also uses this information to assess
valuation.
The procedural considerations involved in obtaining satisfaction for
existence, ownership, and completeness are quite extensive and can be
generally classified into (1 ) planning, (2 ) inventory count attendance con
siderations, and (3 ) postinventory count attendance considerations. Planning
and other background matters are discussed in this chapter; the other two
matters are discussed in chapter 3.
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PLANNING
Introduction
An effective and efficient inventory count observation requires careful plan
ning. The auditor and the client usually agree on procedures to prevent
confusion and to help obtain a com plete and w ell-controlled inventory
count. As a result, the auditor should consider obtaining, reviewing, evalu
ating, and commenting on the client’s intended procedures. This is important
because o f the high inherent risk associated with the existence and com 
pleteness o f inventories and because the auditor normally has only one
chance to obtain satisfaction regarding those assertions through physical
count attendance. Also, based on the information gathered in the planning
process, the auditor can determine the locations to b e attended and the
extent o f test counts to be performed. The follow in g paragraphs discuss
matters that the auditor considers w hen planning for attendance at the phys
ical count.

General Familiarization
Typically, the auditor reviews the prior year’s w orking papers to becom e
familiar with the client’s inventory, the inventory count procedures, and any
significant problems encountered in the prior year’s audit. Any problems,
such as inventory count timing, slow-moving stock identification, cutoff,
count teams, and multilocations should be noted. The auditor might then
consider discussing with management the prior year’s problems, as w ell as
current matters such as production and other cutoff, expected inventory
levels, types o f inventory, anticipated movem ent o f stock during the count,
and anticipated time required for the count. D epending on the familiarity
with the inventory and whether significant changes have occurred betw een
years, the auditor may conduct a preliminary tour o f the client’s premises
to confirm the discussions with management and to identify potential prob
lems o r hard-to-count areas. As part o f the initial planning, the auditor con
siders the anticipated timing fo r all departments and locations, the estimated
dollar values for each location, and any inventories that might require spe
cialized knowledge by the auditor or the use o f a specialist (re fe r to the
section “ Using the W ork o f a Specialist” in this chapter).

Potential Errors
In determining the audit plan, the auditor considers the errors that can occur
in inventories. The follow in g are examples o f errors that can affect the
existence, ownership, and completeness assertions.

Count-date errors. Misstatements o f inventories at the count date are usually
caused by any o f the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Omission o f items from counting
Incorrect counts
Incorrect weights o r measurements
Conversion errors
Subsequent alteration o f count sheets
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•
•
•
•

Cutoff errors
Errors relating to consignment or customer-owned stock
Errors in in-transit shipments and branch shipments
Im proper recording o f the results o f the count

Count-date errors normally misstate inventories and gross profit by equal
amounts. Therefore, the auditor is generally m ore concerned with detection
and evaluation o f this type o f error than with intervening-period errors.

Intervening-period errors. If a count date differs from the financial statement
date, intervening-period errors are usually caused by any o f the follow ing:
• Unrecorded receipts, shipments, or production during the interven
ing period
• Shipping cutoff errors
• Receiving cutoff errors
• Unrecorded wastage and pilferage
• Fictitious sales and cost o f sales entries
Except for unrecorded wastage, such errors w ill misstate year-end invento
ries but have less o f an impact on incom e than do count-date errors. That
is because such errors either generally affect both sales and cost o f sales,
or, in the case o f errors such as receiving cutoff errors, w ill not affect incom e
at all. Such errors could, however, cause a significant distortion in the current
ratio and might cause other financial difficulties, such as inadvertent defaults
on debt covenants.
The effects o f the aforem entioned errors are shown in table 2.1. Most o f
the auditing procedures described in this chapter and in chapter 3 are de
signed to detect one o r m ore o f these errors.

Com pliance Approach vs. Substantive Approach
Test counts can take the form o f either compliance o r substantive tests. The
auditor determines whether the testing o f the client’s physical inventory
counts w ill b e compliance- o r substantive-oriented and which approach w ill
b e the most efficient. If a few items constitute most o f the inventory, o r if
the auditor can develop a sophisticated sampling plan that allows fo r overall
estimation o f the inventory total, the auditor w ill usually find that a substan
tive-based approach is the most efficient way to obtain satisfaction fo r exist
ence. In such limited circumstances, it may be m ore efficient to test the
higher value items substantively 100 percent and, to the extent deem ed
appropriate, to test some portion o f the remainder. In most audit situations,
however, the auditor may find a compliance-based approach m ore efficient.
I f the auditor uses a compliance-based approach and relies on the client’s
controls and procedures fo r the physical count, the audit procedures are,
for the most part, restricted to inquiry, observation, and test counts in d e
termining that the client’s instructions are actually carried out.
To rely on the client’s procedures for physical inventory determination,
the auditor needs to be satisfied that the client’s count procedures and
controls are adequate and are in effect fo r the entire physical count. To
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Table 2.1
Effects o f Errors
Effect on
Error Type

Accounts
Inventory Receivable

Count-date errors
Omission
Counts
Weights
Conversion
Alteration
Sales cutoff*
Purchases cutoff*
Consignment stock
In-transit
Improper recording
Intervening-period errors
Unrecorded
shipments
Unrecorded receipts
Unrecorded
production
Shipping cutoff
Receiving cutoff
Unrecorded wastage
Fictitious entries

Accounts
Payable

Sales

U

O
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U

u/o
u/o
u/o
u/o
O/U

U

O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U

U

U

u

u
u
o/u
o/u
o
u/o

O/U
O/U

u/o
u/o
u/o
o

Cost o f
Sales

O

u/o

o/u

o/u

U/O

U/O

O/U

u
o/u

U =

understatement; O = overstatement.
*Assuming that the physical count reflected all items on hand.

determine the controls and procedures that might be present fo r the physical
count, the auditor initially obtains and reviews a copy o f the written pro
cedures for the count, cutoff, and summarization procedures. I f no written
procedures exist, the auditor ordinarily contacts the client representative in
charge o f the count to discuss proposed procedures. In general, the p ro 
cedures should be adequate to obtain assurance that a proper determination
o f the quantity and quality o f the goods on hand w ill be carried out. The
auditor may find it useful to use a checklist o r questionnaire to assist in the
evaluation o f the controls over the physical count (re fe r to Appendix B for
an example).
Matters such as the follow in g may influence the auditor’s decision to rely
on client count controls:
• Competence o f cou n t personnel. The inventory should b e identified
and counted by persons familiar with the items. Preferably, a person
w ho does not ordinarily have access to the inventory should also be
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involved in the count. This is often achieved by using two-m em ber
count teams— com posed o f one counter and one recorder— in
which one person is familiar with the goods and the other is inde
pendent. In small businesses w here this is not possible, a single
em ployee could perform the function, as long as another individual,
perhaps the owner-manager, test-checks the counts.
• Stock identification procedures. Procedures should be adequate for
subsequent pricing o f the items. These procedures include identi
fication o f the stage o f w ork in process, condition o f goods (dam aged
or obsolete), and quality o f goods, as in the case o f lum ber grading
and steel.
• Procedures to reduce the p oten tia l f o r double-counting o r missing
items. A go o d method is the use o f duplicate prenum bered inventory
tags o r some similar system or procedure that provides the same
controls. In many situations, items are tagged before the count by
persons familiar with the inventory. O n e copy o f the tag remains
with each lot o f goods counted, and another is retained by the
counters and returned to the supervisor. A separate control o f tag
numbers issued and returned is maintained by the supervisor. W hen
the tags are not prenumbered, the client writes a number on each
tag for control purposes. When count tags are not used, the auditor
determines h ow the client identifies inventory that has been counted
and considers whether the method minimizes the possibility o f dou
ble-counted o r missed items.
• Stock organization. Stock should be organized and laid out in an
orderly fashion to facilitate the count.
• Identification and segregation o f consignm ent o r other custom er
stock. Consignment o r other customer stock should be identified
and segregated so that such stock is not included as part o f the
client’s inventory.
• Procedures to check counts. Procedures to check counts may include
having a second, independent count team checking and initialling
the original counts or, if perpetual inventory records are used, hav
ing a second team investigate significant fluctuations. In a small en
tity, such procedures might be perform ed by two individuals w h o
can check each other’s counts.
• Procedures to con trol the m ovement o f goods. Ideally, there should
be no movement o f goods during the inventory count. O n occasion,
however, it may be necessary for the client to continue production,
receiving, or shipping operations during the count. In such circum
stances, it is essential that the client have procedures adequate for
identifying and recording such goods in the appropriate period.
There should be cutoff procedures to identify goods received and
shipped before and after inventory count and goods in transit be
tween departments.
• Procedures to check calculations. There should be procedures to
prevent undetected errors in conversion (such as from pounds to
pieces for weight counts), extensions, additions, and summarization.
• Procedures to check work in process. There should be procedures
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to determine properly the stage o f com pletion o f w ork in process.
It is preferable that production be shut dow n during the count. W hen
that is not possible, there should be procedures that segregate the
production into precount and postcount periods and that allow the
auditor to be satisfied about the count o f the w ork in process.
In general, if the count controls are good, it may b e possible to reduce
the number o f compliance test counts. The auditor should recognize, h ow 
ever, that count conditions may not be consistent throughout the physical
inventory and that some areas may be m ore prone to count error, such as
high shelves or “ dirty areas” that may be hard to count. In addition, the
auditor may wish to count items o f a high dollar value that may exist in the
inventory to reduce the detection risk o f material errors.
The auditor should be satisfied that the client’s instructions are being
carried out properly throughout the entire count. That may not require the
auditor to be present fo r the entire count, provided the auditor can be
satisfied— by alternative means such as subsequent inquiry or inspection—
that the controls existed throughout. For example, the auditor may not find
it necessary to attend a count being done on a continuous basis over a threeday period. Instead, the auditor might decide to attend one shift each day
(m orning, afternoon, or night), and to emphasize alternative procedures,
such as discussions, subsequent inspections, and use o f internal audit staff,
to determine that the instructions w ere carried out during the auditor’s
absence.
Conversely, if client procedures are not adequate o r if a number o f errors
are found during compliance testing, the auditor determines the quantity o f
items to be counted for assurance that no material error exists. In such a
situation, the audit procedures are substantive in nature and it is likely that
m ore extensive test counts w ill be required. W hen testing on a substantive
basis, the auditor should select the test counts using a sampling technique
that w ill allow an overall estimation o f the count errors in the inventory
population sampled at the count date. Here, the observation o f client count
ing is less important, and thus the auditor can vary the timing o f test counts
and need not be there throughout the duration o f the count.
In some cases, the auditor may determ ine that it is impracticable to testcount a sufficient quantity o f items to obtain the necessary assurances. If the
client is unable to overcom e the count deficiencies by, for example, a com 
plete recount in the appropriate areas and there is no back-up support for
the inventory amount (fo r example, perpetual inventory records), there may
be a limitation in the scope o f examination and the auditor should consider
the effect on the auditor’s report.

Other Client Routines and Internal Control Considerations
In addition to considering the nature o f the inventory and the controls that
the auditor might rely on for the physical count, the auditor should consider
problems that could result from the timing o f the count (relative to yearen d ) and from lack o f supporting accounting systems. The follow in g para
graphs discuss examples o f situations that the auditor could encounter. The
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e x a m p le s a ls o c o m p a r e th e re la tiv e e x te n t o f test c o u n t in g o r o t h e r p r o c e 
d u r e s that th e a u d it o r m ig h t p e r fo r m .

Situation 1— Counts Perform ed at o r a Few Days From Year-End
In this type o f situation, because o f the timing o f the count, the individual
items are valued at year-end. It is usually most efficient to put primary re
liance on the client’s year-end routines and only minimal reliance on other
internal controls. Most internal controls, other than those surrounding the
count itself, w ill have little o r no relevance to year-end procedures. The
nature and extent o f the auditor’s year-end procedures w ill be influenced
not by the internal controls in place but by an assessment o f client year-end
routines. Compliance o r substantive procedures generally are not perform ed
at an interim date with respect to the inventory records.

Example 1— Inventory is determined solely by year-end count; n o perpetual
inventory records and n o cost accounting system f o r inventories exist. Often
there are no back-up records for quantities w hen cost o f sales is also deter
mined solely by the year-end count. In such a situation, it is likely that the
auditor w ill want a higher level o f assurance from the count and therefore
w ill perform m ore test counts than in other situations. It is also likely that
the auditor w ill expand other procedures (fo r example, cutoff) to obtain the
necessary satisfaction.

Example 2 — Inventory, determined solely by year-end count, is supported by
a cost accounting system f o r inventories; no perpetual inventory records
exist. In this situation, some limited assurance might be derived from the
supporting cost accounting system. H owever, such assurance probably w ould
not be significant, because o f the estimates necessary. (Estimates w ou ld be
needed, for example, in generating cost o f sales entries to relieve the ac
counts.) As a result, it is likely that the auditor w ou ld perform test counts
and other procedures to the same extent as outlined in exam ple 1.

Example 3— Inventory is determined solely by year-end cou n t but supported
by perpetual inventory records; no cost accounting system f o r inventories
exists. Because o f the existence o f perpetual records, the auditor may not
require as much assurance from the count and thus may perform few er test
counts than in example 1. The extent o f cutoff testing might also be less,
depending on the circumstances. The auditor might reduce the extent o f
these tests if the entity compares the counts with the perpetual records and
reconciles any significant differences. The auditor w ou ld compare the test
counts perform ed with the perpetual records to determ ine that the count
was conducted accurately and that a proper comparison was made to the
perpetual records. The timing o f this comparison is important. It is prefer
able that the counts be compared as soon after their com pletion as possible,
as the comparison might influence the extent o f test counts to b e perform ed.

Example 4 — Inventory, determined solely by year-end count, is supported
by a cost accounting system fo r inventories and perpetual inventory records.
The existence o f the perpetual records and a supporting general ledger
system (w hich may or may not be integrated with the perpetual system) may
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allow the auditor to reduce reliance on the count and thus perform few er
test counts than in the prior examples, assuming the entity compares the
counts with the perpetual records and reconciles any significant differences.
As discussed in the previous paragraph, the timing o f the comparison is
important.

Situation 2— Pre-Year-E n d Counts
If counts are done before year-end, roll-forward calculations o r b o ok records
(cost accounting system o r perpetual records) are used to determ ine the
year-end totals. As illustrated by the examples that follow , the extent o f audit
procedures that may be required for an auditor to be satisfied with the
physical count and the year-end determinations normally increases. The ex
tent o f the increase varies according to the b o ok records that exist and the
strength o f the related internal controls.

Example 1— Year-end inventory is determ ined using roll-forw ard calcula
tions o f physical count; neither perpetual inventory records n o r a cost ac
counting system exists. This situation is undesirable because the auditor may
not be able to attain satisfaction about the transactions for the remaining
period. A higher level o f assurance is desired from the count because o f the
nonexistence o f perpetual records o r o f a cost accounting system. It is also
likely that the auditor w ill perform other m ore extensive procedures (o n
cutoff, fo r exam ple) to obtain the necessary satisfaction with the physical
count. The auditor may wish to review the internal control conclusions on
items such as purchases, accounts payable, and sales costing to determ ine if
reliance on such controls during the remaining period is warranted or d e
sirable. There may be situations in which a lack o f controls w ill necessitate
significant substantive testing o f the roll-forward transactions. I f the auditor
does not intend to rely on internal controls, consideration should be given
to whether certain o f the substantive tests on the period from count date to
year-end w ill be effective without such reliance. In this situation, it is likely
that m ore extensive audit procedures w ill b e required.

Example 2 — Year-end inventories and cost o f sales are determ ined fro m cost
accounting system; n o supporting perpetual inventory records exist. As dis
cussed previously, if the inventory is to be counted and valued at a b e 
fore-year-end date, the auditor may wish to review the internal control
conclusions with respect to items such as purchases, accounts payable, sales
costing, inventory transfers, and recording o f labor and overhead costs to
determine if reliance on such controls during the remaining period is war
ranted or desirable. The auditor w ou ld need to decide w hether the rollforward w ill be tested using the compliance o r the substantive approach.
The extent o f test counts w ill vary, though it is likely that the num ber o f test
counts perform ed w ill be less than in exam ple 1. The extent o f cutoff testing
may be greater, however, because o f the importance o f obtaining satisfaction
with the general ledger balance at the count date.

Example 3 — Year-end inventories are determ ined fro m perpetual inventory
records; no supporting cost accounting system exists. If a pre-year-end count
is performed, the perpetual inventory records (eith er in units o r in dollar
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values) usually are adjusted to reflect the count. Such records are then used
in determining the year-end inventory value. The auditor may wish to rely
on the controls over the perpetual inventory records w hen determ ining the
nature and extent o f the roll-forward procedures o r to attain satisfaction,
through substantive procedures, about the transactions during the roll-for
ward period. If the auditor does not intend to rely on internal controls,
consideration should be given to whether certain o f the substantive tests for
the period from count date to year-end w ill be effective. The number o f test
counts traced to the perpetual inventory records w ill probably be higher
than in example 4. Substantial cutoff testing generally w ill also be needed
to substantiate the accuracy o f the perpetual inventory records.

Example 4— Year-end inventories are determ ined fro m cost accounting sys
tem supported by perpetual inventory records. As discussed in exam ple 2, if
the inventory is to be counted and valued at a pre-year-end date, the auditor
may wish to review the internal control conclusions on items such as pur
chases, accounts payable, sales costing, inventory transfers, and recording o f
labor and overhead costs to determine if reliance on such controls during
the remaining period is warranted o r desirable. The auditor w ou ld need to
decide whether the roll-forward is to be tested using the compliance o r the
substantive approach. The extent o f test counts may vary, how ever, depend
ing on the controls over the perpetual inventory records. It is likely that the
number o f test counts perform ed w ill be smaller than in the prior examples.
The auditor probably w ill not require as much assurance from the count,
and thus w ill perform few er test counts, assuming that the entity compares
the counts to the perpetual inventory records and reconciles any significant
differences.

Counts at Differing Dates
If the inventory counts are to be done at varying dates o r if cycle counts are
perform ed, the need for a proper sales, purchases, and transfers cutoff is
especially important to avoid errors such as double-counted o r missed
goods. The auditor may also consider the existence and strength o f the
related internal controls over the flo w o f inventory information. Without
accurate cutoff information, the auditor w ill not b e able to rely on the count.
If the auditor is not able to rely on the results o f the count, alternative
procedures, such as extension o f cutoff testing at the count date and per
formance o f procedures, ordinarily w ill be necessary.

Identification o f Responsible Client Personnel
The auditor may wish to contact persons before o r during the count to
coordinate the audit effort and to allow for tim ely checking. At minimum,
the auditor should be aware o f the identity, location, and duties both o f the
persons having overall responsibility fo r counts and those having depart
mental responsibilities.

T our o f Client Prem ises
A tour immediately before the count date may be useful to allow the auditor
to becom e familiar with the inventory on hand and with the way it is orga
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nized. It may also enable precount identification o f potential problems, such
as hard-to-count, slow-moving, obsolete, and defective material o r consign
ment stock.

Multilocation Inventories
It is important that the auditor be aware o f all inventory locations to prevent
the possible exclusion o f any areas from either the client’s o r the auditor’s
consideration. It may be useful— but not always necessary— fo r the auditor
o r the auditor’s representative to attend each location at which a significant
value o f inventories is held. The auditor’s determination ordinarily depends
on matters such as—
•
•
•
•
•

Audit risk assessment.
Internal controls, including those in place fo r the count.
Count history.
Existence and use o f internal audit staff.
Feasibility o f alternative procedures (see “Alternative Procedures
W hen Attendance Is Not Practicable” in chapter 3).

For example, an auditor does not usually attend the physical count o f every
store o f a retail chain, as hundreds o f stores may be involved. The auditor
usually restricts attendance to a number o f the stores and uses alternative
means, such as analytical review procedures and the w ork o f internal aud
itors, to assess the accuracy o f the inventory counts o f the other stores.

Inventories H eld by o r for Others
I f the client stores goods at a third party location— at an independent w are
house, for example— the auditor ordinarily obtains from the custodian w rit
ten confirmation o f the goods held. The client may o r may not maintain an
independent accounting record o f such goods that could be com pared with
the confirmation. If such goods represent a significant portion o f the inven
tory, the auditor might apply supplemental procedures, such as—
• Discussion with the ow ner about the o w n er’s control procedures in
investigating the warehouseman and in obtaining evidence.
• Review o f the ow n er’s control procedures concerning compliance
tests and performance o f the warehouseman.
• Observation o f physical counts.
• Confirmation from lenders about the pertinent details o f the pled ged
receipts if warehouse receipts have been p led ged as collateral.
The auditor might confirm and carry out such supplemental procedures
as appropriate for significant amounts o f goods held by a customer on con
signment. In addition, the auditor might confirm with the supplier goods
held on consignment by the client that belon g to the supplier, especially if
the goods are not readily identifiable. Examples o f confirmations are set out
as Appendices C and D.
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Using the W ork o f a Specialist
An auditor may consider using the w ork o f a specialist in situations such as
the following:
• W hen determining quantities o r the physical condition o f assets—
as, fo r example, with stockpiled minerals
• W hen gathering evidence on specialized types o f inventories, such
as works o f art, precious stones, real estate, electronic components,
engineering, or construction in progress
In such situations, the auditor should consider the com plexity o f the item,
the materiality and audit risk, and the availability o f other sources o f audit
evidence.
W hen planning to use the w ork o f a specialist, the auditor should consider
the specialist’s reputation for competence. The auditor should also obtain
from the specialist information on matters such as—
• The nature and purpose o f the specialist’s report.
• The specialist’s relationship, if any, to the client.
• Any assumptions, the methods used by the specialist, and the con
sistency o f these methods with those used in the preceding period.
The auditor should consider whether the specialist’s findings support
management’s representation.1 The auditor should also obtain reasonable
assurance that any accounting data provided by the client to the specialist
are appropriate.

Precount Finalization
M aking recom mendations to the client. Reviewing the prior year’s w orking
papers and count instructions and drafting audit plans often highlight areas
w here im proved controls or efficiencies may be achieved. O rdinarily sug
gestions for improvement should be communicated to the client im m edi
ately so that remedial action might be taken prior to the count.

Plann in g sum marization. The auditor’s documentation o f the planning proc
ess and the client’s instructions generally are retained as evidence o f plan
ning and rationale for the scope o f examination.

Summary o f Planning Procedures
Based on the information obtained, the auditor plans the audit procedures
to be perform ed at the inventory count by—
• Deciding between compliance and substantive approaches according
to the client’s intended count routines and count controls.

1. In Canada, the auditor should obtain satisfaction that the findings appear to b e reasonable.
In the United States, SAS No. 11 does not specifically require that the auditor obtain satisfac
tion in this regard. The auditor ordinarily can use the w o rk o f a specialist unless the auditor’s
procedures lead to a b elief that the findings are unreasonable in the circumstances.
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• Determining the extent o f test counts to be perform ed.
• Reviewing other client routines and internal control considerations
to assess the impact on count planning.
• Identifying responsible client personnel.
• Considering a tour o f the client’s premises b efore the count.
• Determining if confirmation o r other procedures are to be per
form ed for inventories held by third parties.
• Assessing the need, if any, for specialists to aid in the identification
o r valuation o f certain types o f inventories.
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Chapter

3

Existence, Ownership, and
Completeness—
Count Attendance and
Postattendance
Considerations

Audit considerations regarding the existence, ownership, and completeness
assertions f o r inventories are addressed in this chapter under “Inventory
Count Attendance Considerations'” and “Postinventory C ount Attendance
Considerations. ” Planning and other background matters are discussed in
chapter 2.

INVENTORY COUNT ATTENDANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Auditor attendance at the physical count is a standard practice except w hen
it is not practicable. It is normally the best m ethod o f testing client proce
dures.

Observing the Count
The auditor often uses a compliance approach to test the client’s inventory
count. Observation o f the counting process is an exam ple o f a dual-purpose
test. Although it is primarily a compliance test, substantive audit evidence is
also obtained w hen test counts are made during the observation. The pur
pose o f this observation is to establish w hether the client’s procedures are
being carried out satisfactorily and can be relied upon to produce an accurate
physical inventory count rather than m erely to perform test counts. During
the count, the auditor accompanies client personnel to observe that the count
instructions previously review ed and agreed upon are follow ed. W hen the
auditor uses a substantive approach, observation o f the counting process
may not be necessary.
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Perform ance o f Test Counts
The purpose o f test counts is either to obtain satisfaction that the client’s
procedures are being properly follow ed (com pliance approach) o r to sub
stantiate the client’s physical totals (substantive approach). I f the observation
procedures have confirm ed that the client is w ell organized and that ade
quate instructions for counting, supervision, and checking are in effect, the
auditor may decide to limit the number o f test counts to be perform ed.
W hen a substantive approach is being used, the extent o f test count perfor
mance w ill vary according to the nature o f the inventory o r the sample
selection method. An auditor often can obtain additional satisfaction from a
substantive test, even w hen a compliance approach is used, if the higher
dollar value items are test-counted. The auditor should consider selecting
additional items from the client’s count records. Test selection usually en
compasses all count teams and the hard-to-count o r “ dirty” areas. W hen the
client’s procedures are not satisfactory, o r when there is a substantial portion
o f the count that is not observed, the auditor should perform substantive
count procedures. To the extent possible, the client should not be aware o f
the items tested by the auditor.
The follow in g procedures are often applied for test counts:
1. For the items selected, the auditor verifies the item description,
agrees the count to the client’s count and, if it is available, with the
perpetual inventory records. The auditor records the test count for
subsequent follow-up. Count discrepancies should be corrected as
soon as possible.
2. The auditor records details or obtains photocopies o f a selection
o f uncounted items for subsequent checking against the final in
ventory to check for the final inventory listing’s completeness.
In conducting test counts and perform ing an observation, the auditor
ordinarily—
• Performs test counts from the inventory to count tags o r listings to
test that all items are being counted and recorded properly.
• Performs test counts from tags o r listings to the inventory to test
whether the listed items exist.
• Checks for items not counted. I f tags o r other count indicators have
been attached to the inventory, the auditor usually looks fo r items
not tagged.
• Considers, when tags o r other count indicators are not attached to
the inventory, extending a comparison o f the inventory items with
the documents on which the count is being recorded.
• Checks for empty containers and “ h ollow squares” (em pty spaces
between stacks o f boxes). The auditor ordinarily requests that some
containers be opened and inventory m oved, but such requests are
normally done on a limited basis.
• Scans for reasonableness the quantities and descriptions o f some
items not test counted.
• Checks that consignment goods appear to be properly segregated
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and that any obsolete o r slow-moving goods appear to have been
properly identified.
• Is alert for indications that the goods are not ow n ed (fo r example,
if a supplier’s shipping label indicates that the goods are the property
o f another entity) and looks for evidence o f the client’s ownership,
such as trademarks on machinery and registration numbers on au
tomobiles.
If errors are encountered, it is unlikely that such errors represent the
total error in the count; thus, it is not sufficient that the client correct only
the errors discovered. The auditor should consider the potential magnitude
and significance o f the errors and, if possible, increase the extent o f counts
to isolate the location o f the errors. The auditor should also ask the client
to perform recounts. It may be appropriate to restrict recounts to one par
ticular area or to a particular count team.
In general, the auditor is concerned with whether control is maintained
over the physical inventory count. Frequently, the client w ill use count tags
for recording and control purposes to facilitate count checking and to pre
vent count duplication. In a number o f industries, how ever, such means are
not practicable for controlling counts. Examples o f such industries, their
method o f counting, count control procedures, potential problems, and pos
sible audit procedures are listed in table 3.1. In such situations, the auditor
uses professional judgment to develop procedures to obtain satisfaction
about existence, completeness, ownership, condition, and any other appro
priate matters. For example, the auditor may decide to have samples o f
inventory items that are difficult to identify analyzed by an independent
specialist. The nature o f the auditor’s procedures depends on the particular
circumstances.

W ork-in-Process Considerations
When work-in-process inventory is material, the auditor may experience
problems in assessing the stage o f completion. Initially, the auditor should
review the client’s count procedures. If the items’ stage o f com pletion is not
evident, information such as parts listings, standard cost sheets, job cost
sheets, discussion with factory personnel, and the use o f professional judg
ment may be helpful in evaluating the recorded stage o f completion. In
addition, depending on the complexities involved, the auditor might also
consider using a specialist.

Cutoff Procedures
The auditor’s objective is to obtain assurance that the book records, which
are compared with the physical count, properly reflect the physical flow o f
the goods. In most situations the auditor is concerned that— 1
1. All items received prior to the cutoff date and none received after
ward w ere included in the count and reflected in the books o f
account.
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Table 3.1

Examples of Other Count Methods
C o u n t Proced ures a n d
In ven to ry Type

Lumber, steel coils,
tubes

Poten tia l Problem s

Usually not tagged, but
marked o r chalked
w h en counted
Possible problem s in
identifying quality o r
grade o f items

Possible A u d it P roced u res

Check fo r m arking

Possibly use specialist o r
exp erien ced client
person nel

Pile inventories (e.g.,
sugar, coal, scrap
steel)

Usually not tagged o r
marked
Quantity estimation
problem s

Possibly use en gin eerin g
estimates, geo m etric
computation, aerial
surveys, and reliance on
detailed inventory
records
Physically count w h en p ile
is lo w o r elim inated
through the use o f pile
rotation

Items w eigh ed on scales

Quantity estimation
problem s

Check scales fo r accuracy
b e fo re and during
counts and watch
m ovem ent o f scales and
rebalancing procedures
Use a com bination o f
inspection and
rew eigh in g procedures
Check con version factors

Bulk materials (e.g.,
storage, tanks, grains,
liquids)

Usually not identified as
counted

Use tank counts o r p re 
nu m bered lists fo r
identification

Quantity estimation
problem s

Use dipping, measuring
sticks, en gin eerin g
reports, and perpetual
inventory records

Quality determ ination
problem s

Select samples fo r assay o r
analysis, o r use
specialists

Precious metals, stones,
works o f art,
collectibles

Potential identification
and quality
determ ination
problem s

Select samples fo r assay o r
analysis o r use specialists

Pulp w o od , livestock

Identification and
quantity estimation
M ovem ent may not b e
controllable

Use aerial photographs for
existence and com par
ison purposes and rely
o n perpetual inventories
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2. All items shipped prior to the cutoff date and none shipped after
ward w ere excluded from the count and the books o f account.

3. Any goods recorded as sales, but not shipped, w ere excluded from
the count and the books o f account.
4. Any goods recorded as purchased, but not received, w ere included
in the count and the books o f account.
5. Goods in transit and direct customer shipments are properly ac
counted for.
During the physical count, the auditor should obtain receiving, shipping,
and internal transfer cutoff information that w ill be traced to the company’s
accounting records at a later date.
The auditor usually visits both the receiving and shipping areas to observe
the cutoff procedures. W hen consecutively num bered receiving o r shipping
tickets are used, the last number preceding the cutoff should be noted, as
should any unused numbers. If such tickets are not used, information on
several shipments and receipts prior to the cutoff should be listed. If the
company uses freight cars o r trailers for storage, shipping, o r receiving, a
listing o f full and empty units on the premises and notes on their inventory
status should b e made.
Occasionally, a client may have goods on the premises that are considered
sold— for example, if the client manufactures private-brand labels fo r retail
customers. In these situations the auditor should obtain satisfaction that (1 )
a sale has occurred and has been recorded in the p roper period, and (2 )
the items sold are not reflected in the physical count. By listing o r obtaining
details on the items, the auditor can compare them subsequently with the
final inventory listing to determine that the goods are not included. The
information can also be compared with invoices, purchase orders, sales
contracts, and customer purchase documentation o r similar items to deter
mine that the sales are legitimate. The auditor may find it efficient to co or
dinate these procedures with those for accounts receivable. The auditor
might also use the information for subsequent valuation testing. I f unshipped
sales are in dispute o r if a sale has not been finalized, the product may w ell
b e worthless unless the sale is consummated. For example, it w ou ld not
usually be worthwhile, or physically possible, fo r a producer o f private-brand
dairy products to unwrap and subsequently rewrap the product in a different
label if the original customer did not purchase the specifically labelled prod
uct.
The auditor should also check for inventory m ovem ent during the count.
Although it is preferable that there be no m ovem ent o f goods, it is unavoid
able in some situations. If production, receiving, o r shipping is not shut
down during the count, the auditor should be satisfied (fo r example, through
extensive cutoff testing) that the client has procedures adequate for identi
fying and recording such goods in the proper period.

Confirm ation Procedures
Ordinarily the auditor confirms inventories held by third parties, including
consignment stock and stock kept in public warehouses. Additional p roce
dures can be perform ed if third parties hold a significant num ber o f goods.
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Docum entation
Test counts generally represent a very small portion o f the inventory and
the final listing is not usually com pleted until days o r weeks after the count.
Therefore, ordinarily the auditor gathers and records additional information
during the attendance to obtain satisfaction that the final listing is not inflated
or deflated by the deliberate o r accidental inclusion o f fictitious o r duplicate
items or reduced by the exclusion o f bona fide items. Although the nature
and amount o f information obtained vary, the follow in g may b e appropriate:
• Description and quantity o f items test-counted fo r subsequent check
ing to the final listing. Such information could include page listings,
tag numbers, condition o f the goods, and the location (such as bin
number).
• Details o f slow-moving, excess, o r obsolete stock.
• Cutoff information.
In addition, the auditor often tests for completeness by obtaining photocop
ies or details o f some additional items not counted so that they can be
checked against the final listing.
T o help avoid inclusion o f fictitious items and to ensure that all appro
priate items are included in the final listing, the auditor usually maintains
control over the count documentation. The auditor should consider the
following:

When tags are used:
• Obtaining details o f numbers used if tags are prenum bered
• Having the client consecutively number the tags if they are not pre
numbered

When cou n t sheets are used:
• Obtaining the number o f count sheets used if they are not pre
numbered (consideration should be given to the client’s ruling
out unused space on the count sheets)
• Obtaining photocopies o f the count sheets ( i f this is not practic
able, the auditor should consider putting an identifying mark on
each count sheet and either listing selected items o r photocopying
some o f the sheets for subsequent follow -u p)
At the conclusion o f the inventory observation, many auditors prepare (o r
fill out, if the form is preprinted) a memorandum outlining the results o f
the attendance and any suggestions for im proving the client’s procedures.

Alternative Procedures W hen Attendance Is Not Practicable
Some circumstances that may prevent the auditor from attending a phys
ical count are listed below.
• Inaccessibility— the auditor cannot attend because the location is
inaccessible.
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• Climate— the auditor cannot attend because o f unfavorable weather,
or, because o f climate, cannot vie w the inventory (fo r example, logs
covered by snow).
• Confidentiality— for example, goods are produced through the use
o f special formulas o r processes, o r confidential governm ent con
tracts are involved.
• Hazardous substances— for example, radioactive chemicals o r gases
present a physical risk to the auditor.
• Items are in transit.
• The auditor is appointed after the year-end.
In each situation, the auditor should assess the audit risk involved and the
procedures possible. Table 3.2 provides some suggestions on alternative
procedures the auditor might perform. If the auditor cannot be satisfied by
alternative procedures, consideration w ou ld be given to w hether there is a
scope limitation on the examination.

POSTINVENTORY COUNT ATTENDANCE CONSIDERATIONS
After the count is completed, the client usually tabulates the physical quan
tities and prepares the final inventory listing that w ill be used fo r valuation.
In some cases, such as cycle counts, tabulations fo r pricing are done months
after the count, usually using items different from those originally counted.
The auditor determines if the final inventory has been properly com pleted
by (1 ) testing quantities on final inventory listings, (2 ) follow in g up confir
mations, (3 ) testing cutoff, and (4 ) testing the clerical accuracy and sum
marizations o f inventory listings and o f the reconciliation to the b o ok
amount.
If counts are done before year-end, the client may use perpetual inventory
records for year-end inventory determination. In such cases, the perpetual
inventory records should be adjusted to reflect the physical count. Thus, the
auditor w ou ld test the accuracy o f the perpetual inventory records by agree
ing some physical counts to the records.

Testing Quantities o n Final Inventory Listings
In general, the auditor should consider perform ing the follow in g procedures
using the data documented at the count:
1. Agreeing the test counts recorded during the count attendance to
the final inventory listings to the extent deem ed necessary to de
termine that those items have been com pletely and properly re
corded on the listings (both quantities and item description).
2. Checking for evidence o f subsequent additions to (o r deletions
from ) the original inventory count sheets (o r tags) by comparing
selected details thereon to the photocopies taken o r extracts noted
during count attendance. If the client has recorded inventory
counts on count sheets, check to see that unfilled spaces ruled out
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Table 3.2

Possible Alternative Procedures
Circum stance

Possible A lternative P roced u res

Inaccessibility

I f internal control is g o o d , con sider test counts
at another date and test intervening
transactions.
Consider having representatives attend o n the
auditor’s behalf.

Climate

I f internal control is good , consider test counts
at another date and test intervening
transactions.

Confidentiality

It is desirable that internal controls b e relie d
on. Confirm w ith third-party inspectors w h o
have access to the items.
R eview purchase, production, and sales records
to obtain corroborating evidence.

Hazardous substances

It is desirable that internal controls b e relied
on. I f official reports are req u ired to sh ow
the production, use, o r disposal o f such
items, the existence o f the hazardous
materials could b e traced to such reports.
Confirm w ith third-party inspectors w h o have
access to the items.
R eview purchase, production, and sales records
to obtain corroborating evidence.

Items in transit

Because norm ally these represent on ly a small
portion o f the inventory, they gen erally are
verified by exam ining docum entary evidence.
G oods h eld in independent warehouses can b e
verified by confirmation.

Auditor appointed after
year-end

It is possible to rely o n internal con trol
systems.
Consider tests o f p rio r transactions, review s o f
records o f p rio r counts, physical count to
b o o k adjustments, and analytical rev ie w
procedures.

at the count date have not been erased and filled with additional
items.
3. Testing the final listings against the client’s original count sheets
(o r tags) and against photocopies o r extracts o f details noted but
not test-counted during the count attendance. This is to obtain
assurance that all items originally noted (b o th quantities and de
scription) are included in the final inventory listing.
4. Testing, by using the data taken at the physical attendance, that all
inventory tags and count sheets used to record the physical count
are accounted fo r in the final listings.
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5. Testing, by using the data taken at the physical attendance, that no
inventory tags and count sheets have been added subsequent to
the count.
6. Comparing, on a test basis, the final inventory listings with the
original count sheets for assurance that additional items have not
been added to the final listing.
7. Comparing quantities o f larger dollar-value items with quantities
on hand in previous years and vice versa to obtain explanations
for unusual fluctuations. This procedure may be facilitated by the
use o f carry-forward schedules incorporating details o f quantities,
cost, sales value, margins, and so on for major inventory items.
8. Comparing, on a test basis, the final inventory listings with p er
petual inventory records and vice versa if perpetual records are
used in the preparation o f the final inventory listing. This proce
dure is especially appropriate if perpetual records are to be relied
on at year-end. If there are large unexplained count differences,
additional audit procedures might be necessary.

Follow ing up Confirmations
W hen confirmations are returned by third parties holding inventories o r for
w hom the client is holding inventories, the replies should be agreed with
o r reconciled to the client’s perpetual inventory o r consignment records
and, if they are to be included in the physical count totals, the final inventory
listing. If replies are not received, follow-up requests should be sent. If
replies are still not received, alternative procedures (such as visiting the
location o r inspecting shipping documents, receiving reports, o r warehouse
receipts) should be performed.

Testing Cutoff
The inventory account included in the general ledger should include all
transactions that affect the status o f the physical inventory. The potential
effects o f cutoff errors are shown in table 2.1.
In Canada, w here presently an incom e tax deduction is based on the
opening inventory balance, a cutoff error that does not impact on earnings
before incom e taxes can result in an incom e tax error that w ill not reverse
in the subsequent year. Similarly, in the United States such errors could
misstate LIFO layers for income tax purposes and forestall tax payments on
the earnings resulting from layer liquidations.
The extent o f cutoff testing depends on the cutoff procedures used, the
auditor’s professional judgment, and the circumstances involved, including
the auditor’s assessment o f internal control. In most cases, cutoff testing
includes (1 ) purchases cutoff, (2 ) sales cutoff, (3 ) in-transit inventory (b e 
tween branches and related companies), and (4 ) interdepartmental transfers.
If the count and year-end dates differ, it is usually necessary to perform
cutoff testing at each date, unless the intervening period is quite short.
To test purchases cutoff, the auditor examines at least the last few receiv
ing reports prior to the cutoff point and at least the first ones after it. They
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should be compared with the cutoff information obtained during inventory
count attendance (re fer to “Cutoff Procedures” earlier in this chapter) to
obtain assurance that receipts before the cutoff point are included in inven
tory and accounts payable and that receipts after are excluded. For larger
inventory receipts, the auditor might compare reports to the final listings to
obtain assurance that the items are included o r excluded as appropriate.
The receiving reports should also be checked to general accounting records
(purchases and payables records) to obtain assurance that an accurate cutoff
has been made in the general ledger. If perpetual inventory records are to
be relied upon at the year-end, the auditor selects receiving reports to com 
pare with the perpetual inventory records. In addition, suppliers’ invoices
can be agreed to receiving reports in conjunction with the liability cutoff
testing to determine if purchases have been properly included.
T o test sales cutoff, at least the last few shipping documents b efore the
cutoff point and at least the first ones after it should b e examined. These
shipping documents should be compared with cutoff information obtained
during inventory count attendance for assurance that shipments b efore the
cutoff point are excluded from inventory and shipments after are included
(unless bona fide precount sales w ere not shipped). For larger shipments,
the auditor might compare shipping documents with the final inventory
listing for assurance that the items are included o r excluded as appropriate.
The shipping documents might also be agreed to general accounting records
(cost o f sales, inventory, sales, and accounts receivable) to obtain assurance
that an accurate cutoff has been made in the general ledger. I f perpetual
inventory records are to be relied on at year-end, the auditor might compare
shipping documents to the perpetual inventory records.
To test in-transit goods cutoff and departmental transfers, the auditor
examines supporting documents fo r inventory transfers for an appropriate
period on either side o f the cutoff point. The length o f the p eriod w ill
depend on the distance betw een the branches o r related companies and the
means o f transportation. These documents might be agreed to the cutoff
information obtained at the count. For large transfers, the auditor might go
directly to the final inventory listing to obtain assurance about p roper inclu
sion and exclusion.
There are also instances w hen shipments are made from the client’s sup
plier directly to the client’s customer. The client does not take physical
possession o f the goods at any time. D epending on the supplier’s terms o f
shipment and the customer’s terms o f receipt, there may be an intervening
period w hen the client actually has ownership o f the goods. This could
present receiving and shipping cutoff problem s w hen such goods are in
transit at year-end. T o be satisfied that such transactions have been identified
and properly accounted for, the auditor should be aware o f the suppliers
that undertake such transactions on behalf o f the client. In conjunction with
accounts payable testing, such suppliers might b e requested to forw ard item
ized statements directly to the auditor fo r subsequent agreement to the
client’s accounting records. The auditor might then agree the statement to
the client’s sales invoice and accounts receivable records o r to the inventory,
depending on the client’s terms o f shipment.
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Docum entation
Details o f quantities testing and cutoff procedures ordinarily are noted in
the auditor’s w orking papers, together with conclusions about the final in
ventory listings. Those procedures and conclusions may be in narrative form
o r entered on a preprinted form outlining testing o f clerical accuracy, sum
marization, and reconciliations.

Chapter

4

Valuation

Various procedures that should be considered by the a u d itor in obtaining
satisfaction with respect to the valuation o f a clie n t’s inventory are set o u t
in this chapter under the fo llow in g general headings:
• Plann in g
• Cost Verification Considerations
• Market Verification Considerations

• Other Considerations

AUDITOR’S OBJECTIVE
The auditor’s objective concerning valuation is to obtain evidence that in
ventories have been valued in accordance with generally accepted account
ing principles or another appropriate basis o f accounting, properly and
consistently applied, and that inventories are reduced, w hen appropriate, to
replacement cost o r net realizable value.

PLANNING
Introduction
Testing fo r the existence, completeness, and ownership assertions is largely
an audit o f factual data, whereas an audit o f valuation involves these and
m ore subjective factors. Such subjective factors often include assessing the
appropriateness and the reasonableness o f the cost basis used, alternative
measures o f market value, methods o f applying the “ low er o f cost and mar
ket” rule, and methods o f overhead application. As a result, this objective
usually requires that the auditor have significant accounting knowledge.
T o assess the audit risk for valuation properly, the auditor should know
the client’s product, the method o f valuation o f the inventories, and potential
problems (fo r example, rapid obsolescence). The auditor normally reviews
the prior year’s w orking papers to becom e familiar with past problems, in
addition to addressing the possible need for specialists.
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Another planning matter that the auditor should consider is the coordi
nation o f valuations testing with other interim audit work. This might occur,
for example, w hen the inventory is counted and valued at a date prior to
year-end o r w hen inventory is valued using some type o f unit-costing record.
In both situations, reliance on the appropriate internal controls could be
considered.
The auditor is usually not expected to possess the expert know ledge that
may be necessary to determine inventory deterioration and obsolescence.
The auditor should, however, assess the audit risk in each situation. It is
important that the auditor know the client’s industry and be know ledgeable
o f the client’s methods o f obsolescence identification and determination. An
awareness o f the problem is required so that any evidence fo r this type o f
problem is recognized and acted on. A risk potentially important to the
auditor is the possibility that obsolete and unsalable items have accumulated
to a significant level without detection. Such a situation can b ecom e m ore
acute if specialized o r high-technology items are involved.

Potential Errors
Errors in valuation include—
• Errors in the costing records (fo r example, regarding invoice cost,
import/export duties, exchange, o r freight).
• Im proper application o f overhead.
• Im proper allocation o f variances betw een standard and actual costs.
• Incorrect costs used for extension and accumulation.
• Im proper identification o f items.
• Incorrect conversion factors.
• Failure to recognize obsolescence.
This list is not exhaustive, as there may be many causes o f valuation errors.
The effects o f errors are illustrated in table 4.1. In general, if the inventory
is counted and valued at year-end, errors in valuation cause corresponding
errors in cost o f sales and, possibly, in other components o f net income.
W hen inventory is counted and valued before the year-end, it is important
to rem em ber that (1 ) the effect on inventories and cost o f sales depends on
whether the error exists at year-end, and (2 ) intervening period errors can
occur. For example, inventory can be overstated because o f a failure to
record wastage o r obsolescence during the intervening period. Such errors
overstate inventories and understate cost o f sales by equal amounts.

Assessment o f Client’s Valuation Methods
The auditor initially determines that the valuation m ethod used by the client
is in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles o r another
appropriate basis o f accounting and that the assumptions used in preparation
o f the data are reasonable in the circumstances. The auditor’s investigation
usually emphasizes the follow ing matters.
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Table 4.1

Effects o f Errors
Effect o n

E rro r Type

At date o f valuation
Cost record
O verhead allocation
Variance allocation
W ron g cost for
extension
Item identification
Conversion
O bsolescence
identification
Intervening-period errors
U nrecorded
shipments
U n recorded receipts
U nrecorded
production
Shipping cutoff
R eceiving cutoff
U n recorded wastage
Fictitious entries

In ven tory

A ccou n ts

A ccou n ts

R eceivable

Pa ya ble

Sales

Cost
o f Sales

U/O
U/O
U/O

O/U
O/U
O/U

U/O
U/O
U/O

O/U
O/U
O/U

O

u

O

u
u
o/u
o/u
o
U/O

U

U

u

U

o
U/O

U/O

U/O

O/U

u
o/u

O/U
O/U

U = understatement; O = overstatement.

Method o f p ricin g used. T o be able to assess the acceptability o f the client’s
inventory valuation method, the auditor should be aware o f the numerous
acceptable methods o f cost and market determination. Som e o f the m ore
com m only used cost determination methods are (1 ) specific item, (2 ) av
erage cost, (3 ) FIFO, and (4 ) LIFO.

Appropriateness, application, and consistency o f application o f method. Con
sideration o f the appropriateness, application, and consistency o f application
o f the client’s inventory valuation m ethod usually requires extensive testing.
The auditor wishes to obtain satisfaction that the m ethod o f application is
both consistent among the periods presented in the financial statements and
consistently applied throughout the inventory. The accounting methods a
client chooses for cost and market determination w ill usually affect the audit
procedures employed. For example, if standard costs are used, the auditor
should determine that such costs approximate actual costs determ ined under
an acceptable method. If actual costs are used, such determination would,
o f course, not be necessary. In addition, audit procedures used to evaluate
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a valuation under a LIFO basis differ from those used under other valuation
bases.
Internal controls also influence the extent o f testing. W hen adequate con
trol procedures (fo r example, independent data comparisons, reliable cost
ing systems, and senior official review s) exist, the extent o f substantive
testing o f cost and market values may possibly b e reduced.

Use o f Specialists
To corroborate valuation, the auditor may consider using the findings o f a
specialist. Such assistance might be needed, fo r example, in inventories o f
certain chemicals o r semiprecious and precious metals. In determ ining if a
specialist is necessary, the auditor should consider the nature o f the item,
the materiality and audit risk, and the availability o f other sources o f audit
evidence.

COST VERIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS
Raw Materials and Goods Purchased fo r Resale
The auditor should consider the follow in g procedures fo r raw materials (a
category that includes supplies and purchased parts) and goods purchased
for resale:
• For actual costs, if no cost records1exist, testing cost against invoices.
• For actual o r standard costs, if cost records exist, testing cost against
cost records, testing the accuracy o f the cost records, and testing the
appropriateness and the accumulation o f the costs therein.
• If standard costs are used, additional o r alternative procedures that
may be needed include a comparison o f standard and actual costs
and an analysis o f variances.

Testing Actual Cost Where No Cost Records Exist
In this situation, the auditor’s objective is to obtain satisfaction that the cost
used for inventory purposes agrees with the supplier’s invoice, adjusted,
when appropriate, fo r delivery, import/export duties, exchange, and the like.
If the client does not maintain cost records, inventory might be priced at
the most recent cost using a FIFO basis. In such an instance, the auditor
compares, on a test basis, the final inventory listing to the most recent sup
plier and freight invoices (and duty and other forms w hen appropriate). If
the quantities on hand exceed the invoice total and the auditor suspects that
a price change has occurred during the period o f purchases, the auditor

1. Cost records, as referred to in this study, are any documents that sh ow the accumulation o f
costs for an inventory item. They can vary in sophistication from those generated by an
integrated costing inventory system to those generated on an ad hoc basis to compute the
cost o f the item on hand in a periodic inventory.
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might then agree the excess back to the previous purchases until the quantity
on hand has been “built up” from the invoices. That procedure should
indicate any overpricing o r underpricing. W hen looking at the inventory
items, it is usually helpful for the auditor to note the dates o f purchase for
each item selected. In this manner the auditor can be alerted to any potential
obsolescence o r slow-moving goods evidenced by those dates.
The auditor should be alert to client valuations that are based solely on
the latest invoice price. This w ou ld not be acceptable if, during the period
o f inventory accumulation, price changes had occurred because latest invoice
price w ou ld not re fle a the actual cost o f the inventory.

Testing Actual o r Standard Costs Where Cost Records Are Used
W hen actual cost is used, the auditor’s objective is to obtain satisfaction that
(1 ) the cost used for inventory purposes agrees to the cost record, and (2 )
the cost record accurately reflects the actual costs in accordance with the
method o f cost determination used by the client. W hen the client uses a
standard cost system, additional or alternative tests may b e necessary to
determ ine that the differences between standard cost and the actual cost is
not material. This can be evidenced by, fo r example, insignificant purchase
price variances during the inventory accumulation period.
When the client uses cost records to value the inventory, the most efficient
approach is usually to agree the final inventory listing to cost records. The
auditor should select items from the final inventory listing for testing after
considering the materiality and audit risk. This test could be directed to
include at least all high-value items and, if necessary, some o f the remaining
items. The value recorded on the inventory listing should be agreed to the
related cost record to ascertain that the listing reflects the cost record. The
cost records w ould also be tested for clerical accuracy.
The auditor w ould then agree the details on the cost records, on a test
basis, to external documentary evidence (such as suppliers’ invoices) o r vice
versa. The manner o f testing may vary, but it usually w ill not be necessary
to agree all items on the cost record to such documentation. W hen exam
ining evidence, it is usually helpful for the auditor to note the dates o f
purchase for each item selected; in this manner the auditor can be alerted
to any potential obsolescence o r slow-moving goods evidenced by those
dates. The testing o f the cost records can often b e done at an interim date,
depending on the costing system and the internal controls present.

Additional o r alternative testingf o r standard costs. In a standard cost system,
the test described above may not be necessary. Rather than testing the stand
ard costs against actual cost for the items selected, the auditor might review
the variance analysis w hen (1 ) the variance analysis has provided the nec
essary information and (2 ) the auditor is satisfied that sufficient controls
exist to allow reliance on the costing system producing the data. Ordinarily,
the auditor should test the costing system to obtain satisfaction that the
variances are computed properly. W hen the inventory is counted before
year-end, such an analysis o f variances is best perform ed at the year-end
date because it is the potential amount o f misstatement at year-end that is
o f concern.
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Price variance analysis. Entities that use standard cost systems provide price
variances for raw materials and purchased finished goods. Price variances
measure the extent to which standard and actual costs varied during the
period.
H o w the variance is treated affects the auditor’s procedures. I f the client
charges the entire variance to cost o f sales, the auditor considers the amount
o f the variance that should have been included in inventory and thus whether
a material error exists. If the client prorates the variance betw een cost o f
sales and the various inventory accounts (ra w materials, w ork in process,
and finished goods), the auditor tries to establish w hether the allocation is
reasonable. If the client allocates the variance to inventories and cost o f sales
on a specific basis (that is, if year-end inventories have been valued at actual
cost), the standard cost and variance analysis w ill usually be o f little o r no
importance to the auditor.
Variance analysis is best done on as detailed a level as possible (fo r
example, product line). Emphasis should be placed on the latter months in
which the inventory is estimated to have accumulated, rather than on the
entire year’s purchases.

W ork in Process and Manufactured Finished Goods
In general, the procedures used in testing costs fo r w ork in process and for
manufactured finished goods are similar to those used for raw materials.
The most significant differences are the additional audit procedures used to
assess stage o f com pletion fo r w ork in process, as w ell as the reasonableness
o f the labor and overhead elements included in the valuation. Procedures
com m only used in auditing actual and standard costs have not been differ
entiated. The term standard cost denotes any valuation that is not regarded
as actual cost. Audit procedures that apply only to standard cost systems have
been segregated. In general, when the client uses a standard cost system,
additional o r alternative testing is usually required to provide the auditor
with assurance that standard cost approximates actual cost. The extent o f
such testing varies according to the nature o f the client’s system and the
strength o f the related internal controls.
The auditor should consider the follow in g procedures to test the cost
valuation o f w ork in process and manufactured finished goods:
• Agreeing inventory cost to supporting cost records
• Testing the accuracy o f the cost records and the accumulation o f the
costs (ra w materials, labor, and overhead)
• Comparing standard and actual costs and analyzing the raw material,
labor, and overhead variances, if standard costs are used
Ordinarily, the client’s cost records and costing system for w ork in process
and manufactured finished goods are m ore form alized than fo r raw materials
and goods purchased for resale. If, however, the client has only rudimentary
records to support the valuation, the auditor should refer fo r additional
guidance to “Costing System Lacks Adequate Records” further on in this
chapter.
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Testing inventory cost to cost records. The auditor agrees, on a test basis, the
final inventory listing to the cost records (o r vice versa) to see w hether the
unit costs and descriptions have been carried accurately to the final listing.
Details on the cost records are then tested, as discussed in the paragraphs
that follow. It should be noted that, like tests perform ed on raw materials
and goods purchased for resale, the testing o f the cost records can be done
at an interim date, depending on the costing system and the internal controls
in place.
Testing o f cost records. The extent to which the auditor tests the cost records
depends on the nature o f the client’s costing system. In general, the pro
cedures could be m ore extensive fo r the elements reflected at actual costs.
T o the extent that the final inventory is valued at a standard cost, the auditor
can direct the audit effort to a comparison o f actual and standard costs for
specific items and an overall variance analysis. The testing o f the buildup o f
standard costs is less important because any imperfections in the costing
process should be reflected in the variance accounts if the costing system is
adequately controlled.
The procedures to test the buildup o f cost records might include the
following.
Materials:
• Agreeing standard material usage to engineering specifications
• Agreeing actual material usage to production reports
• Agreeing actual costs to supplier’s invoices, freight bills, and other
evidence (fo r actual cost system or, w here appropriate, fo r stand
ard cost system)

Labor:
• Agreeing actual and standard direct-labor hours to time studies,
production reports, and labor tickets
• Agreeing actual labor rates to payroll records
• Performing a labor analysis (re fer to “Analysis o f labor” later in
this chapter)

Overhead:
• Testing the application base and rates against appropriate docu
mentation
• Performing an overhead analysis (re fe r to “Analysis o f overhead
cost variances” later in this chapter)
If w ork in process and finished goods are valued at standard cost, the
auditor selects items and compares actual and standard costs to estimate the
difference betw een the two for the year-end inventory. The difference is
then adjusted by the client if it is material, or aggregated by the auditor with
other unadjusted errors.
The auditor might choose to test the cost buildup o f all high-value items
and o f some o f the remaining items. The test may not be required w hen a
variance analysis (as discussed in “Analysis o f raw material variance” later
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in this chapter) has provided the necessary information if the auditor can
rely on the costing system producing the variance. The auditor may, however,
decide to test material items. The detailed comparison o f standard and actual
costs is easier to accomplish if com bined with the test o f cost records.
W hen inventory is counted before year-end, the comparison is best per
form ed at the year-end date, as misstatement at year-end concerns the
auditor.
W hen analyzing variances, the auditor should be alert to possible differ
ences in product m ix between cost o f sales and year-end inventories. If
significant differences exist, overall analysis o f variances may be a p o o r in
dicator o f the error in year-end inventories. In such situations, departmental
o r product-line analyses may be necessary.

Analysis o f raw m aterial variance. If the raw material variance reflects avoid
able waste, pilferage, o r other loss, it is properly charged to cost o f sales in
the financial statements. If, however, it reflects inaccurate o r out-of-date pric
ing or quantity standards, the auditor w ill have to be satisfied that the vari
ance has been properly allocated betw een cost o f sales and inventory.

Analysis o f labor. Alternative methods o f allocating direct labor to inventory
include the following:
•
•
•
•

Actual hours at
Actual hours at
Standard hours
Standard hours

actual rate
standard rate
at actual rate
at standard rate

The latter three methods are acceptable only if they approximate actual
cost associated with the year-end inventories. The auditor’s objective with
regard to labor is to establish whether recorded labor costs in inventory
reflect actual labor costs. The follow in g procedures may be appropriate.
1. Reviewing the methods and procedures used by the client to allo
cate labor to inventory
2. Comparing actual and standard labor rates by department o r pro
duction process
3. Comparing standard and actual hours
4. Comparing current and prior year results
5. Reviewing the client’s analysis o f labor variance accounts on a
monthly basis and, if available, by department
6. Investigating the causes o f the variances to determ ine if a portion
o f the variances should be allocated to inventories

Analysis o f overhead cost variances. In most manufacturing inventories, over
head (usually both variable and fix ed ) is included as an elem ent o f cost.
Overhead normally is allocated based on some measure o f production or
production costs. A com m on base for applying overhead is the direct labor
hour or cost. Other application bases are machine hour and flat rate by
department or plant. The base may be measured at actual o r standard.
An application method normally is acceptable if it approximates the actual
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overhead costs properly allocated to the year-end inventories. The auditor’s
objective is, therefore, to obtain assurance that overhead absorbed in inven
tory approximates actual overhead and that costs included as overhead are
properly included. The auditor may do the follow in g to analyze overhead:
• Determ ine the method and procedure for allocating overhead to
inventories and whether that m ethod properly reflects the absorp
tion o f overhead costs in the production process.
• Review the costs included in overhead to determ ine if they are prop
erly included.
• Compare standard and actual overhead rates by department o r by
production process (o n a test basis) and com pare current year re
sults with prior year results.
• Analyze overhead variances on a monthly basis and, if possible, by
department.
• Make inquiries to determine the reasons fo r the variances and any
unusual fluctuations from the prior year.
Overhead costs include indirect costs associated with the manufacturing
process. The follow ing are examples o f items often included:
• Indirect salaries and wages, such as repair and inspection depart
ments, factory supervisors, and managers
• Utility costs, such as factory heat, light, pow er, water, and telephone
• Fire and liability insurance on buildings and machinery
• Real estate and business taxes
• Factory rental costs
• Factory supplies
• Repairs and maintenance
• Depreciation costs o f factory buildings and productive machinery
This list is not exhaustive; other costs may be included if appropriate.
Direct material and direct labor costs are not considered in overhead.
The auditor should be satisfied that appropriate accounting recognition
is given to the overhead variances. For example, quantity variances repre
senting waste o r other costs that cannot b e inventoried are properly charged
to cost o f sales. Quantity and price variances that r e fle a inaccurate o r out
dated standards may, however, be allocated betw een cost o f sales and in
ventory. Similar judgments w ill be required for capacity variances, which are
usually m ore difficult to assess.
As with labor and material variances, attention should be given to possible
differences in product mix. W hen large differences occur, small overhead
variances in total may be material to the year-end inventory because o ver
absorptions and underabsorptions that might have offset each other in the
year’s production might not offset each other in the year-end inventory. In
such a situation, it may be necessary to compare the standard departmental
absorption rate used in the year-end inventory with an actual rate, using
actual departmental expenses for the year and actual o r normal departmental
labor.
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Other Considerations

Revisions in Standards
Many entities, w hen revising their standard costs fo r inventories, w ill defer
the revaluation amount (the difference betw een the estimated actual cost
and the n ew standard cost) and amortize this balance by charging o r cred
iting cost o f sales on a systematic basis. The amortization often is based on
estimated turnover o f the inventory follow in g the revaluation. W hen the
standard costs are revised before year-end, a certain portion (perhaps a ll)
o f the revaluation amount w ill have been credited o r charged to incom e by
the year-end date. T o d e te a possible inventory and incom e misstatements,
the auditor should consider perform ing either usage and revaluation cal
culations o r a year-end pricing test.
T o perform usage and revaluation calculations, the auditor—
1. Reviews usage reports for items in inventory, selected on a test
basis, at the date the standard was revised to consider the approx
imate percentage o f each inventory item remaining at the year-end
date.
2. Obtains pricing revaluation information at the last standards revi
sion for each item tested.
3. Calculates the pricing revaluation amount that should remain at
year-end fo r each item by referring to the pricing revaluation in
formation obtained in the second step.
4. Accumulates the results obtained fo r the individual items tested and,
using this result, assesses the potential impact on the entire inven
tory for which the standards w ere revised.
5. Compares this estimation with the client’s deferred revaluation
amount to determine if the balance is reasonable o r if adjustments
might be required.
Instead o f perform ing the above calculations, the auditor can perform a yearend pricing test similar to that perform ed at the valuation date (the proce
dures have been set out previously in this chapter according to the stage o f
inventory and the pricing mechanism used). T o determ ine if an adjustment
might be required, the revised client standard fo r each item, net o f any
deferred revaluation remaining against it, should b e com pared with the
auditor’s estimate o f the value o f that item. The results for each comparison
should then be aggregated. Using the results o f the test, the auditor could
then assess the potential error that might be present in the entire inventory.

Next Year's Standards Used
In many companies, standards are revised at least annually. Occasionally, to
reflect current cost m ore accurately, the subsequent year’s standards are
used to value the year-end inventory. Although the use o f such standards
w ill overcom e the problem o f out-of-date values being used, it may also
introduce anticipated cost increases that have not yet materialized and there
fore are in excess o f actual cost. The auditor should be alert to identifying
such revaluations and requesting a determination o f the amount o f any mis
statement. Depending on the nature and extent o f the adjustments betw een
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the annual standards, the variance analysis described previously may be o f
limited value. Often testing consists o f (1 ) a review o f the methods used to
determine the standard costs, and (2 ) a comparison o f standard and actual
costs for a sample o f specific items.

Costing System Lacks Adequate Records
Occasionally the auditor w ill encounter situations in which the client does
not have documentation o r possesses only rudimentary records to support
the valuation o f the items contained in w ork in process o r o f manufactured
finished goods. This could occur, for example, if a client values the inventory
as a percentage o f selling price. W hen this kind o f situation is encountered,
the auditor should request that the client attempt to provide adequate cost
records that support the valuation. If the client is unable o r unwilling to
satisfy this request, the auditor often w ill need to be innovative in designing
an audit approach. It may be necessary fo r the auditor to discuss with the
client h ow the inventory item is produced (fo r example, what types and
quantities o f materials w ere used, o r approximate time required fo r manu
facturing) and what assumptions could be used in the valuation. W ith some
basic information and an increased effort using suppliers’ invoices and pay
roll data, and by establishing a reasonable overhead application rate based
on costs incurred during the year, it may be possible to estimate a cost that
can be compared to the item ’s inventory value. This may not b e possible
without the client’s adequate and reasonably accurate know ledge concerning
the production process. In other situations w hen such a calculation is not
practicable, the auditor should consider the effect on the audit report.

MARKET VERIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS
Although inventories normally are described as being valued at cost o r mar
ket,2 whichever is lower, some clients do not have a systematic process for

2. Accounting Research Bulletin (A R B ) No. 43, Restatement a n d Revision o f A ccou n tin g Research
Bulletins (N e w York: AICPA, 1953) chapter 4, statement 5 states that “W h e re there is evidence
that the utility o f goods, in their disposal in the ordinary course o f business, w ill b e less than
cost, whether due to physical deterioration, obsolescence, changes in price levels, o r other
causes, the difference should be recognized as a loss o f the current period. This is generally
accomplished by stating such goods at a low er level com m only designated at market.” The
bulletin also provides discussion concerning the meaning o f market. It states in chapter 4,
paragraph 9, that the “term market is therefore to be interpreted as indicating utility on the
inventory date and may b e thought o f in terms o f the equivalent expenditure w hich w o u ld
have been made in the ordinary course at that date to procure corresponding utility. As a
general guide, utility is indicated primarily by the current cost o f replacement o f the goods
as they w o u ld b e obtained by purchase o r reproduction. In applying the rule, however,
judgment must always be exercised and no loss should b e recognized unless the evidence
indicates clearly that a loss has been sustained. There are therefore exceptions to such a
standard. Replacement o r reproduction prices w o u ld not b e appropriate as a measure o f
utility w h en the estimated sales value, reduced by the costs o f com pletion and disposal, is
lower, in which case the realizable value so determined m ore appropriately measures utility.”
The C IC A H a nd book states in paragraph 3030.11 that “In v ie w o f the lack o f precision in
meaning, it is desirable that the term ‘market’ not b e used in describing the basis o f valuation.
A term, m ore descriptive o f the method o f determining market, such as ‘replacement cost’,
‘net realizable value’, o r ‘net realizable value less normal profit m argin’, w o u ld b e preferable.”
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identifying the effect o f market changes on their inventories.3 The market
value o f an inventory item o r class is usually affected by either its physical
condition o r external factors such as technological and econom ic changes.
A client may have procedures for identifying and valuing slow-m oving and
obsolete items (often at the physical count date), but may not have a system
atic procedure to determine market if there are ordinarily high gross mar
gins. In such situations, the auditor determines, through testing, whether
any write-downs might be required, although it is the client w h o ultimately
determines the amount o f any such write-downs. In addition, the auditor
should be satisfied that any write-downs made by the client are properly
supported.
For raw materials and some purchased finished goods, market value is
usually replacement cost. For w ork in process and finished goods (both
manufactured and potentially purchased), market value is usually net real
izable value. As a result, the testing o f market value usually involves the
testing o f (1 ) the condition o f the inventory, (2 ) replacement cost, and (3 )
net realizable value.

Testing Condition o f the Inventory
Obsolescence may be detected through physical inspection (at the physical
inventory) o r by subsequent review and inquiry (w h en checking, fo r ex 
ample, valuation testing). The auditor can do the follow in g w hen attending
the client’s physical count:
• Observe whether the client has properly identified all obsolete and
slow-moving goods.
• Document details o f slow-moving and obsolete stock fo r subsequent
follow-up.
W hen auditing the cost valuation, the auditor ordinarily obtains from the
client a listing o f all significant items written dow n because they have been
identified as either slow-moving o r obsolete.
In conjunction with procedures to check inventory existence, all inventory
that the auditor has identified as slow-moving o r obsolete should be traced
to the client’s listing and to the final inventory listing to determ ine if it has
been properly identified or excluded (w h ere appropriate) from the final
listing.
The next step in testing for proper recording o f slow-m oving o r obsolete
items can be perform ed as part o f the valuations testing. In the cost valuations
testing, all items o f significance usually are chosen fo r price testing (unless
the inventory comprises a large number o f small-value items). The auditor
can also isolate possibly obsolete o r slow-moving stock from “ building up”

3. It should be noted that ARB No. 43 does not require a write-dow n “w h ere the evidence
indicates that cost w ill be recovered with an approximately norm al profit m argin upon sale
in the ordinary course o f business .. . even though replacement o r reproduction costs are
lower.” ARB No. 43, chapter 4, paragraph 9.
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the quantities, on a FIFO basis. The results may provide evidence of a prob
lem for similar items of lesser value that w ere not chosen for price testing.
Other procedures that the auditor can perform include—
1. Review o f perpetual inventory records or, if they do not exist, o f
purchase, production, and sales records o f all significant items in
inventory for indications o f slow-moving o r obsolete items.
2. Inquiry into possible obsolescence o f finished goods in discontin
ued lines and raw materials that might have been previously used
for such product lines.
3. Review o f imbalances o f raw materials and parts required fo r pro
duction items.
4. Review o f turnover ratios, gross margins, sales projections, and sales
catalogues for all significant product lines and credits issued, for
additional evidence o f an undetected problem.
The auditor should also consider testing to determ ine that items written
down in the prior year— for example, because o f obsolescence— but still on
hand have not been written up in value in the current year. This can be
accomplished in conjunction with the valuations testing (in which inventory
on hand is not all purchased or produced in the current year), supplemented
by a comparison o f write-down information contained in the previous year’s
w orking papers with the current year’s final inventory listing. The auditor
should also consider whether there is a need fo r further write-downs for
such items.
Any concerns arising from those procedures should be discussed with
persons familiar with the items. The auditor should obtain evidence on
whether the items in question should be written dow n in value and whether
they might be indicative o f a large, undetected problem.
W hen the results o f the procedures and discussions indicate that a sig
nificant valuation problem exists and the client is unable to provide sufficient
appropriate evidence (such as, for example, subsequent orders and sales o f
the items at prices in excess o f carrying value) to satisfy the auditor that an
adjustment should not be made, the auditor should consider the impact on
the auditor’s report if the client is unwilling to adjust the valuation.
The auditor should be satisfied that any material write-downs are properly
supported. Therefore, to ascertain if they are slow-m oving o r obsolete, the
auditor checks any other significant items written dow n by the client that
the auditor has not identified. This can be accomplished through a review
o f purchase records, production records, and sales records and through
discussion with knowledgeable client personnel. The auditor’s w orking pa
pers normally document pertinent testing and discussions. The auditor
should then check that those items have been properly identified, adjusted,
o r excluded from the final inventory listing.

Testing Replacement Cost
T o check replacement costs for raw materials and purchased finished goods,
the follow ing procedures should be considered:
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• Making appropriate inquiries o f the client. The auditor should be
alert to recent changes in items such as sales tax, import/export
duties, foreign exchange, prices, and freight. Based on the answers
received and the know ledge o f the business, the auditor may be able
to conclude that any adjustment w ou ld not b e significant. This is
usually appropriate if there is long-term price stability o r an upward
price trend.
• Checking replacement costs for individually significant items by ex
amining either post-year-end supplier invoices o r price lists.
• Scrutinizing supplier price lists b efore and after year-end to obtain
an indication o f the general trend o f the price movements.
I f the above are considered inadequate, the auditor tests additional items by
referring to either supplier invoices o r price lists.

Testing Net Realizable Value
I f net realizable value for finished goods is b elo w cost, a write-dow n may
be required, depending on whether the “ low er o f cost and market” rule is
applied on an individual, group, o r global basis. The auditor should be
satisfied that, whatever basis is used by the client, it has been applied con
sistently throughout the inventories and is consistent with the m ethod used
in the prior period. T o test net realizable value fo r work-in-process goods,
all costs to com plete the items should be considered.
The auditor can do the following, as appropriate, to test net realizable
value:
• Inquire into and determine the effect o f recent changes in factors
such as material prices, taxes, duties, and exchange and w age rates
on the market.
• Review the client’s product gross margin reports fo r unprofitable
items. This may help in considering whether the net realizable value
o f certain types o f inventory approximates o r approaches cost.
• Inquire into discontinued product lines o r possible obsolescence
due to engineering changes. This procedure is often perform ed at
the same time as the check o f slow-moving and obsolete goods
observed at the count. Such procedures may identify items requiring
write-downs.
• T o identify any items that might be overvalued at the year-end date,
inquire if any goods have been scrapped after the year-end date.
• Independently calculate net realizable value fo r the m ore significant
items by reference to sales invoices, price lists, volum e discounts,
and direct costs to be incurred to realize the revenue from that item.
• Compare quantities on hand for the selected items with quantities
noted on the sales invoices and customer orders. The auditor should
be alert to the relationship o f quantities on hand to the client’s
requirements.
I f the above procedures are not sufficient o r if they indicate that problem s
exist, the auditor should consider testing other inventory items.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
LIFO Inventories
Many companies maintain their inventory records on another accounting
basis and make a LIFO reserve calculation at the year-end date. Follow ing
are procedures for testing LIFO inventory cost calculations.4
• Record in carryforward schedules the various layers o f LIFO inven
tory cost. In addition, record the quantity and unit cost w hen the
dollar-value principle is not used. Record the base-year cost and the
indices for conversion to current-year cost w hen the dollar-value
principle is used.
• If unit LIFO is used, review the client’s schedules fo r year-end quan
tities. If inventories w ere not counted at year-end, agree year-end
quantities to perpetual records. Reconcile unit costs according to the
company schedules to the carryforward schedules by layers fo r quan
tities not in excess o f the preceding year’s quantities.
• If dollar-value LIFO is used, price all o r a portion o f the closing
inventory at current-year cost and at base-year cost, and compute an
index o f aggregate current-year cost to base-year cost. Test prices
and clerical accuracy o f the final inventory listing at current year
cost. Test also the calculation o f index used fo r conversion from
current-year cost to base-year cost.
• A gree base-year costs with carryforward LIFO w orking papers. A gree
quantities with the final inventory listing. Test the clerical accuracy
o f the listing.
• Obtain a statement describing the method used to compute the in
dex and indicate if the method for computing LIFO for incom e tax
purposes has been approved by the Internal Revenue Service. It
should be noted that LIFO is not acceptable fo r taxation purposes
in Canada.
• State the closing inventory in terms o f base-year cost fo r each LIFO
pool. If base-year costs have not been extended 100%, they may be
extended by applying the index to inventory totals at current-year
cost.

Retail Inventories
Many retail operations use the retail inventory m ethod to control inventories
on an overall, departmental, or product line basis. Many also use this m ethod
to value year-end inventory.
The auditor should consider reviewing, testing, and evaluating the inven
tory system for compliance as a basis for subsequent reliance. Testing could
then be directed to obtaining assurance that the amount o f selling price has
been assigned properly to the inventory and that the appropriate gross mar
gin adjustment has been applied on a specific basis. The auditor w ou ld also
check whether a proper allowance has been made fo r im pending selling

4. James A. Cashin, H a nd book f o r Auditors (N e w York: M cGraw-Hill, 1971), 22-23.
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price reductions, especially for seasonal goods. Procedures often perform ed
include—
• Agreeing the total o f the retail sections test counted to the client’s
inventory listing and investigating any differences.
• Comparing departmental or category totals to prior counts and in
vestigating any significant fluctuations betw een periods.
• Obtaining the cost and retail sales price for selected items and d e
termining the reasonableness o f the percentages used to convert
from retail to cost.
• Applying analytical review procedures.

H edged Inventories
The auditor may encounter price-hedged inventories, especially if the client
is involved in comm odities such as grains and precious metals. In testing
the valuation o f such items, the auditor obtains satisfaction that the trans
action (1 ) is a bona fide hedge, and (2 ) has been properly costed. The auditor
should consider confirming the position on open contracts with the broker
and also perform ing a comparison with the inventory on hand. Th e confir
mation might also request information about contract gains and losses.

Construction Contracts
The auditing o f contracts involves significant audit risks. An innate potential
for error lies in the accumulation and allocation o f costs am ong contracts.
In addition, fixed fee contracts hold uncertainties about com pletion costs,
causing difficulty in predicting the ultimate profit o r loss on a contract.
Because o f the large number o f transactions that affect any particular contract
and the various accounting systems that record the transactions (fo r example,
purchases and payables, cash disbursements, payroll), the auditor may find
it most efficient to rely on the internal controls. If this is not possible, the
auditor w ill have to apply m ore extensive substantive tests to the accumu
lations.
The auditor should be aware o f all the client’s significant contracts and
should consider confirming significant details directly with customers (es
pecially on matters such as contract amount and date, amounts billed and
paid to date, holdbacks payable, change orders authorized, and claims ac
cepted). The auditor usually also reviews the client’s determination o f con
tract revenues earned under the percentage o f com pletion method, with
special attention given to the determination o f the stage o f com pletion and
the precision o f the client’s cost estimates. The auditor should b e alert to
“ front en d” contracts that may result in the inappropriate recording o f higher
profits in the early stages o f the contract unless the contract costs and rev
enues are properly adjusted.
The audit o f costs to com plete is extrem ely important, as this accounting
provision w ill determine either the gross profit on the contract o r the ex
istence o f a loss in the case o f fixed fee contracts. The auditor should de
termine that the client has provided for losses as soon as the losses can be
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anticipated. This usually requires a good system of cost estimation. In au
diting completion costs, the auditor normally w ould do the following:
• Review management’s representations regarding the status o f the
projects and the estimated costs to complete. The review should be
conducted with management, estimating, and engineering person
nel. Reference can also be made to mortgage draws and engineering
reports. The use o f a specialist, such as an independent en gin eer or
construction consultant, might be helpful.
• Review prior contract results to test the reasonableness o f client
estimation procedures.
• O n a test basis, visit the job sites to assess the estimated progress
and, through discussion with site personnel, including the project
manager, identify any problem s in the project. I f deem ed necessary,
the auditor w ould obtain written representation from the project
manager and on-site personnel.
• Document the procedures perform ed and the results thereof.
In situations w here changes are not approved o r the billin g fo r such
changes is not agreed on, confirmation from the customer may be difficult
to obtain. It might then be necessary for the auditor to evaluate the propriety
o f the accumulated costs by referring to the contract provisions and by
review ing documentation o f the additional costs.

Chapter

5

Other Procedures

Various procedures relating to m ore than one assertion are sum m arized in
this chapter. These procedures include —
• Analytical review procedures.
• Testing clerica l accuracy.
• R econciling book and physical amounts.
• Roll-forw ard analysis.
• Year-end cu to ff procedures.

ANALYTICAL REVIEW PROCEDURES
Various analytical review procedures have been described o r referred to
throughout this study. It is important that the review begin early in the audit.
In summary, the auditor can do the follow in g as part o f the audit o f inven
tories:
1. Obtain a comparative summary by major category o f inventory
(fo r example, raw materials, w ork in process, finished goods, sup
plies).
2. Review the relationship o f inventory balances to recent produc
tion, purchases, and sales activities.
3. Obtain monthly o r quarterly computations for inventory turnover
ratios and number o f days cost o f sales in inventory by inventory
category and product line and compare with the prior year’s
amounts. Review gross margin fluctuations.
4. Obtain costing, production, sales, and gross profit statistics for
major product lines on a monthly o r quarterly basis.
Explanations should be obtained for major increases and decreases from the
prior year’s balances and for significant fluctuations in the current year’s
comparisons and account fluctuations that w ere expected to occur but did
not. In addition, the auditor should review supporting documentary evidence
as deem ed necessary to support the explanations. Statistics produced for
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inventory or production control purposes independent of the accounting
department could help provide support.
CLERICAL ACCURACY
In general, the auditor tests—
1. Quantity accumulations when several lots o f items have been
added together for extension at one price.
2. Conversion accuracy.
3. Extensions and additions.
Such testing cannot be omitted because the calculations and summari
zation w ere perform ed by a computer. The auditor might test clerical ac
curacy by reperform ing a limited number o f calculations and sum
marizations, o r test the computer program itself. The auditor might also scan
the inventory listing to, fo r example, test fo r accurate decimal placements.
The auditor should investigate the cause o f errors encountered, especially
if a computer report is being tested. Such investigations are useful in con
sidering whether the error is likely to recur in the com puter report.

RECONCILING THE PHYSICAL INVENTORY TO THE BOOK
AMOUNTS
If the client maintains book records on inventories, the auditor should re
view the differences between such amounts and the physical inventory val
ues. Large unexplained differences may indicate count o r cutoff errors, in
which case recounts may have to be perform ed and reconciled to the yearend, or the cutoff verification may have to be extended. The differences may
also indicate actual inventory adjustments resulting from p o o r physical safe
guards or inadequate controls in the shipping/billing process. Unexplained
differences might indicate deficiencies in charging and relieving inventory
accounts in the general ledger, especially w hen inventory has been counted
and valued before year-end and reliance is to be placed on the b o ok figures
for the determination o f the year-end inventory total.
Because the consequences o f a count difference vary with its cause, it is
important for the auditor to obtain some idea about that cause. In addition
to ensuring that the book figures have been correctly adjusted, reasons for
count differences should be sought through inquiry o f the client’s personnel.
The reasonableness o f answers to those inquiries usually can and should be
supported by examination o f corroborating evidence. If satisfactory expla
nations and evidence cannot be obtained, the auditor should assess the
potential impact on the roll-forward period. In any event, the client’s man
agement should be inform ed o f the problem and o f the potential conse
quences o f the control’s nonexistence o r nonfunctioning.
If the client does not have a control figure against which to com pare the
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inventory on hand, one means o f determ ining the reasonableness o f the
inventory value is through the application o f analytical review procedures
such as those set out earlier in this chapter under “Analytical Review Pro
cedures.”

ROLL-FORWARD/BACK ANALYSIS
If the physical count, valuation, and summarization are perform ed at a date
other than year-end, the auditor normally w ill perform a num ber o f pro
cedures for the intervening period to obtain satisfaction about the quantity
and value o f year-end inventory. The procedures w ill depend on the timing
o f the inventory count and the steps used by the client to arrive at a final
inventory value. Comm on situations include these:
• The inventory count is a few days from year-end.
• The inventory count is a longer period from year-end and (1 ) the
year-end inventory is determined from the general ledger balance,
o r (2 ) the year-end inventory is determ ined from perpetual inven
tory records.

Inventory Count a Few Days From Year-End
The client and auditor have a choice o f three courses:
• The inventory quantities can be individually rolled forward o r back
to year-end and then valued. This w ou ld require perform ing quantity
cutoff procedures at the count date and year-end, and the testing o f
intervening transactions by referring to supporting documentation.
These procedures should detect any cutoff errors that might cause
items to be included in inventory twice (through the physical count
and through subsequent processing o f the supplier’s invoice in the
w ron g period).
• The quantities can be valued at the count date and the entire inven
tory rolled forward o r back. In this case, cutoff procedures need be
perform ed only at the count date, with the amounts fo r purchases
and cost o f sales for the intervening period checked on som e test
basis against source documents.
• If the intervening purchases, sales, and other transactions are not
material, the count date inventory value might be used. In such
circumstances, the auditor determines that the effect o f the inter
vening transactions is not material and notes the transactions as un
adjusted errors.

Inventory Count Is a Longer Period From Year-End
Inventory determined by cost accounting system. W hen the year-end inven
tory is determined by a cost accounting system, the controls o ver the system
are important in determining the nature and extent o f roll-forward proce-
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dures. Based on the evaluation of the controls, the auditor can do the fol
lowing to the extent deem ed appropriate:
• Analyze the difference between actual count and book balance at the
count date, and consider h ow such a difference arose and w hether
it could accumulate again in the roll-forward/back period.
• Review entries made to the general ledger account during the in
tervening period.
• Scrutinize the books o f original entry and recurring and nonrecur
ring journal entries in the accounts. Significant unusual transactions
o r entries, other significant transactions, o r expected transactions
that did not occur should be investigated and supporting docum en
tation reviewed.
• Analyze the variances for the roll-forward/back period.
• Review gross profit results for the intervening period and fo r the
year separately and investigate any unusual fluctuations.
• Note the trends for purchases, sales, and production and assess
whether such trends are consistent with the change in inventory
balances.
• Compare data on individually significant items on hand at the count
date and the year-end date.
• Perform year-end cutoff procedures.

Inventory determined by perpetual inventory records. W hen the year-end
inventory is based on perpetual inventory records, the controls are important
in determining the nature and extent o f roll-forward procedures. The auditor
can do the follow in g to the extent deem ed appropriate:
• Compare differences between the records and the physical count
for major inventory items and, in total, with prior-year differences.
Consider h ow the differences arose and w hether they can accumu
late again during the roll-forward period.
• Scrutinize the records fo r the intervening period and investigate any
unusual items.
• Consider perform ing test counts and reconciling to the year-end
balance.
• Investigate unusual fluctuations in the quantities and prices o f in
dividually significant items.
• Analyze gross profit fo r the year-end and the roll-forward period
separately, and investigate fluctuations.
• Test the additions and reductions fo r inventory items on either a
compliance, substantive, o r dual-purpose basis.
• Perform year-end cutoff procedures (see “Year-End Cutoff Proce
dures,” follow ing).

YEAR-END CUTOFF PROCEDURES
If the count is perform ed at year-end, the auditor should perform cutoff
procedures described earlier, except that it w ill not be necessary to check
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the cutoff to perpetual inventory records, unless the records are bein g relied
upon. If the count is perform ed prior to year-end, cutoff procedures w ill
have been perform ed at that date but it w ill usually be necessary to repeat
certain cutoff tests at year-end.
I f the year-end amount is determ ined from the general ledger balances,
the procedures used to check purchases and shipments described in Chapter
3 could be repeated except that tracing to either listings o r detailed inventory
records is unnecessary. The objective is to obtain assurance that cost-of-sales
cutoff is consistent with sales and that both purchases and shipments cutoffs
are consistent with the goods movement. Any error in the latter cutoffs could
affect gross profit and distort the balance sheet accounts.
If the year-end inventory is determ ined from perpetual records and cost
records, errors in purchases and shipments cutoffs w ou ld misstate inventory,
just as similar errors w ou ld at the count date. In such a situation, the auditor
should refer to the procedures described in Chapter 3 under “Testing
Cutoff.”

Chapter

6

Financial Statement Presentation
and Disclosure

This chapter sets ou t various matters to be considered by the a u d itor with
respect to presentation and disclosure o f inventories in the fin a n cia l state
ments. It also sets ou t other matters that should be considered before reaching
an audit conclusion on inventories.

AUDITOR’S OBJECTIVE
The auditor’s objective in presentation and disclosure is to obtain evidence
that—
• The inventories have been properly aggregated and classified for
financial statement purposes.
• The major categories o f inventories and their bases o f valuation are
properly presented in the financial statements.
• All assignments, pledges, and commitments (w h e re appropriate) o f
inventories are properly disclosed.

INVENTORY AGGREGATION AND CLASSIFICATION
The auditor attempts to obtain evidence that the financial statement aggre
gations and presentation are consistent with those o f the previous periods
being presented and that all inventory accounts are properly included in the
aggregations. As a result, many auditors list on a lead sheet (o r obtain lists
o f ) all general ledger accounts comprising inventory amounts, with the com 
parative amounts for the prior periods presented. The purpose is to evaluate
whether the groupings are consistent with the prior periods and to assess
the reasonableness o f the balances in comparison to the prior periods.
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PRESENTATION
The financial statement presentation should b e in accordance with the
client’s summary o f accounting policies and generally accepted accounting
principles. In addition, w hen LIFO has been used, additional information,
not required by generally accepted accounting principles, is often presented.
The auditor should be aware o f such disclosure practices w hen appropriate.

REVIEW OF PLEDGES AND COMMITMENTS
As part o f the audit o f inventories, the auditor should obtain information on
inventories restricted or pledged as security fo r debt o r subjected to a lien
o f any kind. Inventory pledged as security for bank loans is usually set out
in a bank confirmation. Details o f other pledges usually w ill be obtained
through the audit o f the client’s liabilities.
Significant outstanding purchase commitments should b e review ed to
obtain evidence o f possible future losses that should be accrued o r disclosed
( i f not protected by sales contracts) and that the quantities do not appear to
be excessive. In most cases, financial statement disclosure o f inventory pur
chase commitments is not required.
Likewise, significant sales commitments should be review ed to obtain
evidence o f possible product losses that should be reflected as a w rite-down
to inventories (through low er o f cost and market valuation). It is also pos
sible that a company may incur losses on goods not yet completed.

INTERCOMPANY PROFIT ELIMINATIONS
W hen review ing an aggregation o f a consolidated inventory, the auditor
should be satisfied that all intercompany profits in inventory have been
properly eliminated. The auditor usually obtains o r prepares a schedule that
details intercompany sales still in inventory, as w ell as the related gross
profit. The schedule should be review ed for reasonableness and com pared
with the information obtained on product gross profit and existing w orking
papers on testing cost valuation. The auditor should agree all significant
items to the respective inventory listing (fo r proper cost recordin g) and to
evidence supporting the estimated gross profit. The auditor should also
check that all significant items noted during the valuations testing as being
intercompany purchases are detailed on the client’s elim ination schedule.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
W hen perform ing audit procedures, the auditor should request from man
agement the names o f all related parties. W hen auditing the existence and
valuation assertions and checking items such as intercompany sales, pur
chases, and gross profit and cutoff, the auditor should note any related party
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transactions and determine that the information is presented properly in the
financial statements.

LETTER OF REPRESENTATION
Written representation is often obtained from the client on matters such as
the existence, valuation, and ownership and other assertions about inventory.
The representation may b e a separate document o r part o f a general letter
o f representation. The representation provides written documentation o f
oral representations made to the auditor in the inventory examination. Such
representations do not, however, reduce either the scope o f the auditor’s
examination o r the auditor’s responsibility.

ERRORS AND ADJUSTING ENTRIES
Errors should be brought to the client’s attention as they are discovered. If
an error is corrected by the client, the adjustment should be noted in the
w orking papers. Many auditors note all unadjusted errors on the relevant
w orking paper schedule for transfer to a separate schedule summarizing all
unadjusted errors discovered during the audit.

AUD IT CONCLUSION
O nce all the audit procedures deem ed appropriate in the particular situation
have been completed, the auditor needs to assess the results o f the w ork
perform ed and conclude whether the inventories contain errors that, w hen
aggregated with other uncorrected errors, w ou ld be material to the financial
statements. The auditor should consider documenting the conclusion in the
w orking papers.
The auditor should advise the client o f any material weaknesses in internal
control and often should comment on other significant problem s encoun
tered so that remedial action might be taken. Such points can b e included
in a management letter to the client.

Appendix

A

Examples o f Internal Control
Considerations for Inventories

Follow in g are exam ples o f typical internal control considerations relating to
the inventories and cost o f sales systems. The first section covers controls
that relate to physical quantities; the latter sections illustrate controls o ver
processing o f inventory purchases and sales. The listings are fo r illustration
purposes and em phasize the controls as they relate to inventories only. As
a result, they d o not purport to represent all possible controls that m ight be
in place o r that m ight be requ ired in each internal control system.

Inventory Quantity Controls
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

A re the inventories under centralized control?
D o safeguards exist to deter theft o f inventories?
D o such safeguards appear to be adequate?
A re perpetual inventory records maintained?
A re all item s d elivered to a stores department?
A re requisitions requ ired in o rd er to obtain goods from a stores
department?
A re the inventory records m aintained by em ployees independent
o f stores personnel?
A re inventories verified by physical count at least annually?
A re all count differences investigated and approved and are the
perpetual inventory records adjusted on a tim ely basis?
D o prop er controls exist to con trol scrap material?
D o procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, dam aged, o r
slow -m oving goods?
D o procedures exist to control consignm ent stock?
A re production reports prepared?
A re there procedures to control the m ovem ent o f goods through
production?
A re entries to the perpetual inventory records con trolled through
the use o f prenum bered docum ents that are p eriod ica lly ac
counted for?
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16. Are data produced by different operating departments crosschecked?
17. W hen inventories are to b e counted, are written instructions pre
pared?
18. Are inventory counts verified by persons w h o are independent o f
the inventory records?
19. After the inventory count, are the count records (tags, sheets)
adequately controlled?
20. Is there a proper cutoff o f receipts and sales?
21. Are persons w h o handle the inventories segregated from both the
purchases and sales recording functions?
22. D oes the insurance coverage appear adequate?
23. Does the client maintain reports and records that provide fo r a
review o f internal control?
24. Are there other management controls over inventories? Please de
tail.

Purchases
1. Does a formal purchasing function or department exist?
2. Is the purchasing function independent o f the receiving, shipping,
and accounting functions?
3. Are prenum bered approved purchase orders used and controlled?
4. Are returned purchases routed to shipping?
5. D oes the receiving department obtain copies o f purchase orders
fo r authority to accept incoming items?
6. Are prenum bered receiving reports used and controlled?
7. Is the sequence o f numbers checked b y the accounting depart
ment?
8. Is a file o f unmatched receiving reports maintained and reviewed?
9. D oes the receiving department retain a copy o f the receiving re
port?
10. Does the purchasing department receive a copy o f the receiving
report?
11. Is the accounting department notified o f returns?
12. Are shipping reports used for returns?
13. Are such shipping reports matched to the credit note w hen re
ceived?
14. Does the accounting department match invoices with purchase
orders and receiving reports b efore an invoice is processed for
payment?
15. Are shortages and damaged goods properly reported?
16. Is a record kept o f open purchase orders?

EXAMPLES OF INTERNAL CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS FOR INVENTORIES

Sales
1. Are approved shipping documents required fo r goods to leave the
premises?
2. Are the sales, billings, receiving, shipping, and accounts receivable
departments separate?
3. D o controls exist over the sales o f scrap material and sales to
employees?
4. Are back orders properly controlled?
5. Are shipping orders prenumbered?
6. Are shipping orders matched with the sales invoices?
7. Does the billing department receive a copy o f the shipping o rder
directly from the shipping department?
8. Are the shipping orders, sales invoices, and inventory requisitions
prepared simultaneously?
9. D o procedures exist to ensure that all goods shipped are invoiced?
10. Are the sales invoices consecutively prenumbered?
11. Are the sales invoices, including those voided, accounted for?
12. Is merchandise from returned sales properly handled in the re
ceiving department, in the inventory records, and in the accounts
receivable records?
13. Are receiving reports prepared fo r returned goods?
14. Are receiving reports matched with the credit note?
15. Is it possible to match unit sales with inventory record credits by
using, for example, perpetual inventory records o r the retail in
ventory method?
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Appendix

Sample Inventory Attendance
Planning Questionnaire

This sample questionnaire is designed as an aid in documenting the client’s
inventory count procedures. If the client has written instructions for the
count, this document might serve as a useful supplement.
Company:
Year-end Date:
1.

The client’s inventory locations and observation dates are as follows:

Location

2.

A pproxim ate %
o f T otal
In ven to ry

Type o f
In ven tory

D a te a n d Tim e
o f Count

W ho are the client personnel (especially those in charge) involved in
the count?
Loca tion

3.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

P erson

Responsibility

Phone

H o w w ill the inventory be organized and laid out during the count?
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4. What instructions exist for consignment inventory?

5. What instructions and procedures have been developed? D o they appear
to be adequate to ensure that goods are properly identified? Matters to
be considered include proper product description o f the goods on the
count record and special information concerning obsolete, damaged, o r
slow-moving goods.

6. H o w w ill the persons w ho w ill be perform ing the count be organized
(e.g., into count teams)? If there are count teams, is one m em ber o f each
team not normally involved with the inventories to be counted? D o the
personnel appear to be knowledgeable about the count process?

7. What count procedures are designed to prevent double counting or
missed goods? What type o f document w ill be used to record the count?
Considerations include the use o f duplicate prenum bered count tags,
count sheets, and other means o f identifying goods counted, along with
review o f count execution by supervisors.

SAMPLE INVENTORY ATTENDANCE PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE
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8. Will all counts be checked independently to ensure that they are accu
rate? In addition, if perpetual inventory records are used, is there pro
vision for independent recounts if actual quantities differ?

9.

10.

What procedures w ill be in effect to ensure a p roper cutoff for pur
chases, sales, and departmental transfers? W ill the plant b e closed during
the count?

H ow w ill inventory at rem ote locations be counted?

11.

W ill the services o f a specialist be required fo r the count? If so, have all
appropriate arrangements been made?

12.

H o w w ill identical items in numerous areas b e accumulated? (This is
important in order to tie in counts to a summary listing at a subsequent
date.)

13.

What special counting procedures o r volum e conversions are necessary
for items stored in places such as piles and bulk silos?
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H o w w ill w ork in process be identified and segregated from raw ma
terials and finished goods?

H ow w ill the stage o f com pletion o f w ork in process be identified?
• raw m aterials______________________________________________________

• direct labor

• overhead

• other

16.

Are there any other matters that should be noted for the count?

Prepared b y :--------------------------------------

Date:

Approved b y :_____________________________

Date:
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Sample Confirmation—
Inventories Held by Others
[Letterhead o f Client]
[H older o f Merchandise]
[Address]

[Date\

Dear........................
For audit purposes, kindly furnish directly to our auditors [nam e and ad
dress o f firm ] details concerning our merchandise held by you fo r [process
ing] [consignm ent] [storage] as o f the close o f business o n ................. 19...
According to our records, you held the follow in g inventories as o f that date:1
Q u a n tity

D escription

Liens, if a n y

A stamped, self-addressed envelope has been enclosed fo r your convenience.
Yours truly,

[Signature o f Client]

The information stated above is (
(

) correct.2
) incorrect.

(Please provide details o f differences, if any.)
Com pany-------------------------------------------------Signature-------------------------------------------------T itle _____________________________________________
D ate--------------------------------------------------------

1. This section is optional.
2. If the optional section is excluded, this section and the com pany data at the end o f the letter
can likewise b e excluded.
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Sample Confirmation—
Inventories Held by Client
on Behalf o f Others
[Letterhead o f Client]
[H older o f Merchandise]
[Address]

[Date]

D e a r ........................
For audit purposes, kindly furnish directly to our auditors [nam e and ad
dress o f firm ] details concerning your merchandise held by us for [process
ing] [consignm ent] [storage] as o f the close o f business o n ........................,
19.. . According to our records, w e held the follow in g inventories as o f that
date:

Quantity

Description

Liens, if any

A stamped, self-addressed envelope has been enclosed f o r y o u r convenience.
Yours truly,
[Signature o f Client]

The information stated above is (
(

) correct.
) incorrect.

(Please provide details o f differences, if any.)
C om pan y------------------------------------------- -—
Signature---------------------------------------------- T it le -----------------------------------------------------D a te ------------------------------------- -----------------
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Sample Audit Program

This appendix provides a sample comprehensive audit program that can be
used by an auditor in developing a program fo r a particular audit engage
ment. The program is designed to increase audit efficiency and effectiveness
by linking the audit objectives, financial statement assertions, and the audit
procedures to identify procedures com m on to most engagements. The pro
gram assumes a FIFO inventory. For special considerations such as retail
method inventories and LIFO inventories, the auditor should refer to Chap
ter 4 for guidance. The audit program provided should be tailored to fit the
particular circumstances o f the client.

SAMPLE INVENTORIES AUDIT PROGRAM
C lie n t _______________________________

Balance Sheet D a t e -------------

Perform ed
Suggested Audit Procedures

by o r N/A

Existence, Completeness, and O w nership
Assertions
The auditor’s objective is to obtain assurance that all
inventories represented and recorded by the client
do in fact exist and are the legal property o f the client,
and that all inventories ow ned are recorded.

Planning Considerations
1. For familiarization with the client’s inven
tory—
a. Review prior year’s w orking papers.

b. Discuss prior year problem s and current
inventory status with management.
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Perform ed
Suggested Audit Procedures
c. Consider a preliminary tour o f the client’s
premises to confirm management discus
sions.
2. Obtain information on the anticipated timing
o f the inventory counts for all departments and
locations and estimated dollar values for each
location.
3. Ascertain whether any specialized inventories
exist that might require the services o f a spe
cialist. If unable to attend the client’s count,
consider whether alternative procedures can
be perform ed to compensate for the absence.
4. Obtain and review a copy o f the client’s p ro 
posed instructions for count, cutoff, and sum
marization procedures. Advise the client o f any
concerns with the proposed instructions. If no
instructions exist, meet with the client to dis
cuss and agree upon procedures.
5. Obtain information on client personnel w h o
w ill be responsible for the counts and those
having departmental responsibilities.
6. Complete the inventory attendance question
naire (see Appendix B).
7. Depending on the composition o f the inven
tories and whether the proposed count con
trols appear adequate and can be relied upon,
ascertain whether the testing o f the count w ill
be compliance or substantive in nature.
8. Depending on the timing o f the count relative
to the year-end, assess whether reliance on
internal controls might be desired and war
ranted for the period between the count date
and the year-end. Ascertain whether com pli
ance testing is required.
9. Consider undertaking a tour o f the client’s
premises immediately before the count to en
able precount identification o f potential prob 
lems.

by o r N/A

W/P
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10. If the inventories are held at many locations,
determine if attendance is required at each
location o r if it is possible and appropriate to
perform alternative procedures.

11. If inventories are held by others, either con
firm the inventories directly with the custodian
(see Appendix C ) as o f the count date o r per
form alternative procedures, such as observa
tion o f the goods.

12. If a specialist is to be used, refer to the appro
priate authoritative standards.

13. If the foregoin g procedures identify areas
w here im proved controls o r efficiencies can
be achieved, advise the client b efore the count
to allow remedial action.

Count Considerations
Observation procedures

14. During the count—
a. Tour the plant with client personnel to o b 
serve if the count instructions are being
conscientiously followed.

b. Check that all consignment goods have
been properly identified. Watch for evi
dence o f nonownership and consider di
rect confirmation (A ppendix D).
c. Check that slow-moving and obsolete stock
has been properly segregated. Watch for
items that are covered with rust o r dust, are
damaged, or appear to be in inappropriate
areas.

d. Watch for movem ent o f goods during the
count.

e. Review shipping and receiving areas for
goods that should be included in o r ex 
cluded from inventory.

f

.
Record
appropriate data on the foregoin g
fo r subsequent follow-up.

g. Check for evidence o f ownership o f the
goods, such as name tags, supplier shipping
details, and trademarks.

by o r N/A

W/P
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15. W hile

conducting observation procedures,
check that all items appear to have been
counted.

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

Test cou n t procedures

16. The number o f test counts to be perform ed is
influenced by the extent to which the obser
vation procedures confirm that the client is
w ell organized and that the controls appear to
be adequate and in effect. After making these
assessments, select an appropriate number o f
test counts to be performed.

17. For each test count selected—
a. Verify the item description by comparing
the description to the goods.

b. Evaluate the reasonableness o f the per
centage o f com pletion for work-in-process
items.

c. Reconcile the count to the client’s count.

_________

_______

d. Clear any count discrepancies.
e. Record the test count for subsequent fo l

_________

_______

-----------

---------

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

-----------

---------

low-up.

18. If the counts are done before year-end and the
client intends to use perpetual inventory rec
ords for year-end determination, agree some
o f the audit test counts and some o f the ad
ditional client counts to the perpetual records.

19. Perform the test counts from the inventory to
the tag or listing and from the tag o r listing to
the inventory.

20. Check for empty containers and h ollo w
squares (em pty boxes betw een piles o f
boxes). When necessary and appropriate, re
quest that containers be open ed o r piles
moved.

21. W hile touring the premises, “ eyeball” items
not test-counted for reasonableness.

22. Consider the magnitude and significance o f
count errors and consider increasing the ex-
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tent o f counts to address the particular prob 
lem.

W /P

-----------

---------

-----------

---------

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

the cutoff point) and any unused numbers
w hen prenum bered receiving o r shipping
tickets are used.

-----------

--------

c. Record information for several receipts and
shipments before the cutoff point w hen
prenum bered tickets are not used.

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

23. W hen appropriate (such as for precious met
als), consider having a sample o f the inventory
examined by independent specialists.

24. Account for and record details on all used and
unused tags or, if count sheets are used,
cord the number o f count sheets used ( i f
prenum bered) or make photocopies. Have
client cross through all unused space on
count sheets.

re 
not
the
the

25. Make photocopies o r list details o f additional
items not counted so that they can be agreed
subsequently to a final listing.

26. Record details o f slow-moving, excess, obso
lete, and consignment stock fo r subsequent
follow-up.

27. W hen visiting the receiving and shipping
areas—

a. Observe that cutoff procedures are being
followed.

b. Record the last number used (precedin g

d. Make a listing o f full and em pty units on
the premises and note their inventory status
if freight cars o r trailers are used for stor
age, shipping, or receiving.

e. Perform additional cutoff procedures if
there is movem ent o f inventory during the
count.

28. If the client has goods on the premises that
are regarded as having been sold, record d e
tails o f such goods for subsequent follow-up.
Ascertain that the goods have been appropri-
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ately segregated and have not been included
in the count.

_________

______

29. After completing the inventory observation,
prepare a memorandum outlining the results
o f the attendance.

_________

_______

30. Obtain a copy o f the client’s final inventory
listing.

_________

_______

31. To the extent deem ed necessary, trace the test
counts recorded during the count to the list
ing.

-----------

--------

32. Compare the count sheets and tags to the pho
tocopies or the actual count o r other docu
ments to ensure that they w ere not
subsequently inflated o r deflated. Check that
unfilled spaces crossed through on the count
sheets have not been erased and items added.

_________

_______

33. Trace, to the extent deem ed appropriate, items
from the client’s original count sheets o r tags
or the extracts taken to the final listing.

_________

_______

34. Test that all the inventory tags o r count sheets
used to record the count are accounted fo r in
the final listing.

_________

_______

35. Test check, to the extent deem ed appropriate,
the final listing back to the original count
sheets to obtain assurance that items have not
been added.

_________

_______

36. Compare quantities o f larger dollar value
items with the quantities on hand in prior
years and vice versa and obtain information
for unusual fluctuations.

_________

_______

37. If perpetual inventory records are to be relied
upon at year-end o r if there are large unex
plained count differences, agree the final list
ing to the perpetual records.

_________

_______

Postcount Considerations
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38. Tie all received confirmations into the final
listing. If replies w ere not received, perform
alternative procedures.

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

listing to obtain assurance that they w ere
excluded o r included, as appropriate.

-----------

--------

c. If detailed inventory records are to be re
lied on at year-end, agree a sample o f the
receiving reports to the detailed perpetual
inventory records.

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

-----------

--------

39. Determ ine that the goods identified as con
signment goods at the count w ere not re
corded in the final listing.

40. Check purchase cutoff as follows:
a. Examine a sample o f receiving reports, in
cluding the last few prior receipts and first
few subsequent ones. These should be
agreed to the cutoff data obtained previ
ously.

b. A gree the larger items directly to the final

41. Check sales cutoff as follows:
a. Examine a sample o f shipping documents,
including the last few prior shipments and
first few subsequent ones. These should be
agreed to the cutoff data obtained previ
ously.

b. Agree larger items directly to the final list
ing to obtain assurance that they w ere ex 
cluded o r
included, as appropriate.
Consider checking those items to the gen 
eral accounting records to determ ine that
a proper cutoff was obtained in the general
ledger.

c. If detailed inventory records are to b e re
lied on at year-end, agree a sample o f the
shipping documents to the detailed per
petual inventory records.

42. Check in-transit goods and departmental trans
fer cutoff as follows:

a. Examine a sample o f the documents fo r a
period surrounding the count date, includ-
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quent documents.

by o r N/A

W/P

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

b. Agree the larger items directly to the final
listing to obtain assurance that they w ere
excluded o r included, as appropriate.

Valuation
The auditor’s objective is to obtain assurance that all
inventories have been stated properly at the low er o f
cost and market under generally accepted accounting
principles or another appropriate basis o f accounting,
and that all inventories are reduced, w hen appropri
ate, to replacement cost o r net realizable value.

43. Discuss the valuation procedures with the
client to determine any changes in specific
products, accounting policies, methods used
to accumulate costs, pricing policies in force,
and their effects on the valuation. Determ ine
that the valuation methods used are appropri
ate under generally accepted accounting prin
ciples.

44. Review the accounting procedures and prac
tices used by the client and any specific con
trols that might exist over pricing and market
determination to allow a reduction in the ex
tent o f testing. Prepare or update a schedule
summarizing the procedures and practices.

Raw Materials and Purchased Finished Goods
45. The follow ing should be considered after se
lecting items for testing from the final listing:

a. If the client uses cost records to cost the
inventory, agree the values from the final
listing to the cost records.

b. Test the accumulation o f the cost records.
For items priced at actual cost, agree the
cost records to supplier invoices, freight in
voices, and other external documents,
w here appropriate.
c. If the client does not maintain cost records,
agree the sample o f items directly to the
most recent supplier invoices and other ex-
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-----------

--------

_________

______

tested and note items that appear to be
slow-moving.

-----------

--------

46. Relate the cost o f items tested to the costs o f
similar products and investigate significant var
iations.

-----------

--------

47. Relate the costs o f other significant untested
items to prices used in the prior year and in
vestigate significant variations.

-----------

--------

48. Note the total o f the items chosen fo r testing,
the basis for sample selection, and the inven
tory total. Consider the impact o f errors found
on the overall population.

-----------

--------

_________

______

-----------

--------

ternal evidence. If the quantities on hand
exceed the invoice total and if a price
change is suspected during the purchase
period, agree the excesses back to previous
purchases until the quantity on hand has
been built up.

d. Determ ine that freight, duty, discounts, and
allowances are consistently accounted for.

e. Note the dates o f purchase o f the items

49. W hen the client prices the inventory at stand
ard cost, the follow in g might be considered as
alternative o r additional procedures, depend
ing on the circumstances:

a. A raw materials variance analysis on as d e
tailed a level as possible. Emphasis should
b e placed on the latter months’ inventory
accumulations, not the entire year’s pur
chases. Attempt to identify any portion o f
the variance that might be allocated to in
ventories or, conversely, if the standards
might b e excessive.

b. A detailed comparison o f standard and ac
tual costs. The extent o f the sample selected
w ill depend on the results o f the variance
analysis.

Work in Process and Finished Goods
If w ork in process and finished goods are priced at
actual cost, perform procedures 50 and 51. I f w ork in
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process and finished goods are priced at standard
cost, all o f the procedures listed b elo w should be
performed.

50. Test a sample o f items from the final inventory
listing to cost records to determ ine that the
correct unit costs are used.

_________

_______

_________

_______

hours to time studies, production reports,
and labor tickets. Agree actual labor rates
to payroll records.

_________

_______

c. For overhead, agree the application base
and rates to appropriate documentation
and compare the rates to the prior year for
reasonableness.

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

51. Test the build-up o f selected cost records. Pro
cedures to agree standards are required if the
items are priced at actual cost. The extent o f
testing for standard costs may be reduced de
pending on the results o f the variance analysis.

a. For

materials, agree standard material
usage to engineering specifications. A gree
actual material usage to production reports.
Agree actual costs to supplier’s invoices,
freight bills, and other evidence.

b. For labor, agree actual and standard direct

d. By reference to production date, note any
apparent slow-moving
quent follow-up.

items

for

subse

52. Compare actual and standard costs on a test
basis. The extent o f the test w ill depend on
the results o f the variance analysis. This test
can be com bined with procedure 51.

53. Perform a raw material variance analysis to de
termine if a portion o f the variance can be
allocated to inventories or if the material val
uation is excessive.

54. Perform labor and overhead analyses.
a. Review the methods and procedures used
to allocate labor.
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b. Review the costs included in overhead to
determ ine that they have been p rop erly al
located.
—
c. Obtain a schedule com paring actual and
standard rates by departm ent o r another
basis and com pare current w ith p rior year’s
results.

-----------

d. Obtain a detailed schedule analyzing vari
ances.

—

e. Investigate the causes fo r the variance to
determ ine if a portion should b e allocated
to inventories o r if the labor o r overhead
contents are excessive.

-----------

Testing Condition f o r All Inventories
55. Obtain a listing o f all items w ritten dow n as
slow -m oving, excess, o r obsolete.

-----------

56. Com pare the data obtained at the count attend
ance w ith the clien t’s listing and w ith the final
inventory listing to ensure p rop er recording.

-----------

57. Com pare data, obtained in the p rice tests fo r
reasons such as possible obsolescence, w ith
the client listing to identify any item s w ritten
down.

-----------

58. Discuss w ith the client the need, if any, fo r
w rite-dow ns o f item s noted in the price tests
that are not on the clien t’s listing.

-----------

59. Review

docum entation supporting w rite
downs on the clien t’s listing that w ere not spe
cifically tested to determ ine if such w rite
downs are reasonable.

-----------

60. Check that significant items w ritten dow n in
p rior years have not been w ritten up in the
current year. D eterm ine if further w rite-dow ns
m ight be required.

Testing Replacement Costfo r Raw Materials

61.

Discuss w ith managem ent anticipated future
cost reductions fo r any m ajor product. Con-

-----------

W/P
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sider recent changes in sales tax, import/export duties, foreign exchange, prices, and
freight to obtain some indication o f whether
prices might be expected to fall, remain stable,
o r increase.

_________

_______

62. Test
replacement
costs
by
examining
post-year-end price lists o r invoices.

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

_______

turned after the year-end date, o r any specialty
products (such as private brands) for which
sales are being disputed, to identify items that
might be overvalued.

_________

_______

68. Independently calculate net realizable value
for a sample o f items by reference to sales
invoices, price lists, and direct selling costs.

-----------

---------

_________

_______

63. Review price lists before and after year-end to
obtain indication o f price trends.

Testing Net Realizable Value
64. Determine through inquiry and calculation the
market effect o f recent changes in material
prices, taxes, duties, exchange rates, and
wages.

65. Review product profit and loss reports for un
profitable items.
66. Inquire about discontinued product lines or
significant product engineering changes.

67. Review the records o f goods scrapped o r re

69. Compare quantities on hand for selected items
with quantities noted on the sales invoices and
customer invoices to determine that the quan
tities on hand are not excessive.

Other Procedures and Financial Statement
Presentation and Disclosure
The auditor’s objective is to obtain assurance that the
inventories are properly aggregated and classified for
financial statement purposes, and that the major cat
egories and their bases o f valuation, as w ell as all
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assignments, pledges, and commitments concerning
inventories, are properly disclosed.
70. Test the clerical accuracy o f the inventory list
ing by—
• Testing additions and extensions.

-----------

• Testing quantity accumulations w hen sev
eral lots o f items have been accumulated for
extension.

_________

• Testing conversions.

_________

• Scanning the listing for obvious errors.

_________

71. Reconcile the physical inventory to the general
ledger account balance. Investigate and obtain
explanations for all significant reconciling
items.

_________

72. Obtain a copy o f the client’s roll-forward
schedule from the count date to the year-end.
Test the roll-forward’s accuracy to the extent
necessary.

_________

73. If the count was not at the year-end, perform
additional cutoff procedures similar to those
perform ed for the count date.

_________

74. Perform the follow in g analytical review pro
cedures.

a. Compute inventory turnover ratios and
number o f days’ sales in inventory by in
ventory category and product line and com 
pare to the prior year’s amounts.

_________

b. Compute gross margin percentages by ma
jor product line and in total on a quarterly
o r monthly basis, and compare with the
prior year’s amounts.

_________

c. Investigate and obtain explanations for sig
nificant variations betw een the years.

-----------

d. Prepare a comparative summary by major
inventory category.

_________

e. Review the relationship o f inventory bal
ances to recent production, purchases, and
sales activities.

_________

W/P
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f . Review supporting documentation to the
extent necessary to support client expla
nations.

-----------

---------

75. Obtain information on any inventories re
stricted o r pledged as security fo r debt. This
is often done as part o f the testing o f liabilities.

-----------

---------

76. Review outstanding purchase and sales com 
mitments for evidence o f possible future
losses.

-----------

---------

77. Prepare a comparative lead sheet aggregating
the inventory categories on the basis o f the
proposed financial statement presentation. D e
termine that the basis o f presentation is con
sistent with that o f the preceding year.

-----------

---------

78. Determ ine if the inventory includes any sig
nificant intercompany profit. Determ ine the
amount o f such profit for possible elimination.

-----------

--------

79. Obtain a letter o f representation for invento
ries, which can be included as part o f the gen 
eral letter o f representation.

-----------

--------

80. Summarize all errors found during the audit
and review all adjustments made by the client.

-----------

--------

81. Prepare an audit conclusion on inventories.

-----------

--------

Reviewed By:

Date

Final Approval:

Date
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Sample Representation Letter
for Inventories

The follow ing is a sample representation letter fo r inventories. It might be
used to supplement the general letter o f representation o r included therein.
The letter should be m odified w hen appropriate.

[Letterhead o f Client]
[Name o f Public A ccounting Firm ]
[Address]

[D ate]

Dear............
In connection with your examination o f the financial statements o f X Com 
pany as o f ............ , 19.., and for the year then ended, w e make, to the best
o f our knowledge and belief, the follow in g representations concerning in
ventories and cost o f goods sold.
1.

Inventories at the year-end consisted o f the follow ing:
Raw materials and purchased parts
W ork in process
Finished goods
Total

2.

$x,xxx
x,xxx
x,xxx

$x,xxx

Inventories w ere determined by a physical count at the year-end
that was taken under our supervision and in accordance with w rit
ten instructions. All inventory quantities w ere determ ined by ac
tual count, weight, o r measurement.1

1. Potential alternate paragraphs for this section are as follows:
a. Inventories w ere determined by a physical count a t ________________taken un der ou r su
pervision in accordance with written instructions. All inventory quantities w e re deter
mined by actual count, weight, o r measurement and properly adjusted for subsequent
receipts and shipments to the year-end date.
b. Inventory quantities w e re determined from o u r inventory records at the year-end. D uring
the year, these records w ere adjusted to re fle a actual quantities on hand as determ ined
by actual count, weight, or measurement taken un der o u r supervision in accordance with
written instructions.
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3. All inventories ow n ed by the entity have been recorded, including
any inventories held on consignment o r stored by other parties
and outside warehouses.
4. The inventories do not include any consignment goods held on
behalf o f other parties.

5. No inventories have been pledged as security under existing debt
provisions, and no liens or encumbrances exist on the inventories
at the year-end, except as follows.*1

6. All raw materials and purchased parts have been valued at the
low er o f their cost, determined on a first-in, first-out basis and
their replacement cost. The basis o f valuation is consistent with
that o f the preceding year.
7. All w ork in process and finished goods have been valued at the
low er o f their manufactured cost and net realizable value after
allowance, w hen appropriate, fo r com pletion and disposal costs.
The basis o f valuation is consistent with that o f the preceding year.
8. Adequate provision has been made to reduce excess, slow-moving,
damaged, o r obsolete inventories to their estimated net realizable
value.
9. There are no losses to be sustained as a result o f purchase com 
mitments for inventory quantities in excess o f normal require
ments o r at prices in excess o f the prevailing market price.

10. There are no losses to be sustained in the fulfillment of, o r from
the inability to fulfill, any sales commitments.

11. The inventories do not include any items, o r components thereof,
that have been the subject o f recall by us o r o f required recall by
any regulatory authority.

12. All inventories com ply to the labelling, regulatory standards, and
other requirements o f the jurisdiction o f intended sale.
13. All inventories held for specific customers, including customerlabelled items, are covered by purchase o rd er commitments o f
the customer and do not represent a quantity on hand in excess
o f the unfulfilled customer order.

[Signature o f Client]
[Title]
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Examples o f Computer-Assisted
Audit Techniques

Audit Objective: D eterm in e

whether the in ven tory quantities u n d erlyin g the yea r-

e n d ba la n ce a re fa irly stated.

In terroga tion M eth od

Effect o n Substantive Proced u res

• Select items for counting by the
auditor.

T h e program w ill carry out the
selection o f items to b e counted based
u p on criteria specified b y the auditor.

• C om pare physical counts w ith the
auditor’s test counts and note items
that disagree.

T h e program w ill carry out the
com parison o f the results o f the
auditor’s count w ith those o f the
company.

• Identify missing o r duplicate physical
count records.

T he program w ill d eterm ine the extent
to w h ich all inventories have b een
counted, and may avert the n eed for
lengthy manual scrutinies o f the client
count records.

• Identify physical count records that
are not fully com pleted.
• Identify products not covered by
perpetual count procedures in the
specified p erio d by checking the date
o f the last count o r determ ining
w hether a stock adjustment has b een
processed during the period.
• Identify differences b etw een b oo k
and physical quantities, and report
differences that exceed a
p redeterm ined num ber o r value.

T he program w ill com pare b o o k and
physical quantities fo r all products on
file, and w ill rep ort the total
overstatement o r understatement o f
inventories. Manual com parison o f
inventory summaries to detailed
records is thus avoided.

• Identify products that existed in a
p rior year w h ich d o not exist in the
current year inventory balances.

T he program w ill identify and p ro vid e
totals o f items that may constitute
unusual fluctuations o r material
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• Identify lines that exist in the current
year w hich did not exist in the p rio r
year.

variations from norm al o r exp ected
levels.

• Stratify the balances on file and
select a sample from each stratum.

Th e program w ill p ro v id e summaries o f
each stratum fo r use b y the auditor in
determ ining materiality and audit risk.

Audit Objective: D eterm in e

whether the inven tory cutoffs have been p e rfo rm ed

satisfactorily.
In terroga tion M eth od

• Identify items dated after the cutoff
date.

Audit Objective: D eterm in e

Effect o n Substantive Proced u res

Th e program w ill p ro vid e the total
value o f items posted to the file after
the cutoff date, and select samples fo r
investigation w h ere the total is material.
W h ere immaterial, as d efin ed b y the
parameters input at the tim e o f
executing the software, n o further w o rk
is required. Manual scrutiny o f good s
received and dispatched
documentation, therefore, is avoided.

whether p ric in g o f the in ven tory quantities f o r cost is

appropriate.
In terroga tion M eth od

Effect o n Substantive Proced u res

• Identify products if the difference
betw een cost at which inventory is
valued and standard price is greater
than a predeterm ined percentage.

T he program w ill carry out the
com parison o f cost and standard price
for every item on file and w ill p ro vid e
a total variance. I f the variance is
material, the items to b e investigated
w ill b e selected by the program . I f
immaterial, n o further w o rk is
required.

• Identify products fo r w hich the unit
price has not b een updated within a
given period.

Th e program w ill rep ort totals o f items,
the cost price o f w h ich is unusual fo r
any o f the reasons stated. T h e auditor
may rely upon these figures as an
indication o f the reasonableness o f the
cost price o f the inventory, and may
th erefore reduce the level o f detailed
com parison w ith cost records or
supplier invoices.

• Identify products w ith an abnormally
lo w o r negative unit price if there is
an inventory balance.
• Identify products with an abnorm ally
large unit price if there is an
inventory balance.
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• Identify products that occur m ore
than on ce in the inventory file and
report those that d o not have the
same price.
• Identify large standard unit costs.
• Identify products for which the
difference b etw een the current year
unit cost and the previous year unit
cost is above o r b e lo w a
p redeterm ined percentage.
• Identify products which have b een
acquired through intercom pany
transactions.

Audit Objective:

T h e program w ill p ro v id e a total to
assist in determ inin g that all
intercom pany profit is excluded.

D eterm in e whether the in ven tory sum m aries a re arithm etically

correct.
In terroga tion M eth od

• Total the file, reperform ing
calculations w h ere possible, and
report separate totals o f debits,
credits, and ze ro balances. In
addition, report the net total o f
balances on the file.

Effect o n Substantive P roced u res

T he program reperform s the
arithmetical accuracy o f the com p lete
inventory summary and p rovides an
independent total fo r checking to the
gen eral le d g e r con trol account.

Audit Objective:

D eterm in e whether appropriate n et rea liza ble values have been
used in m aking a n y requ ired in ven tory breakdow ns.
In terroga tion M eth od

Effect o n Substantive P roced u res

• Identify lines w h ere the difference
b etw een cost and selling price is
b e lo w a predeterm ined percentage.

T h e program w ill rep ort a total and a
sam ple o f items o n file i f the mark-up
b etw een cost and sellin g price is less
than a p red eterm in ed percentage. This
total w ill h elp d eterm ine w h eth er a
p rovision is req u ired and w ill avert the
n eed fo r lengthy manual comparisons.

• Compare, fo r each job record ed as
b ein g in process, the total
expenditure to date with—
a. The qu oted selling price less a
margin fo r selling and
distribution costs.

Th e program w ill rep ort totals and a
sam ple o f possible loss-making
products in work-in-process. T h e total
w ill help d eterm ine if a p rovision is
required.

b. the total estimated cost.
c. the client-authorized cost.

AUDIT OF INVENTORIES
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Audit Objective: D eterm in e

whether slow -m ovin g, dam aged, o r obsolete
inventories have been appropriately identified a n d valued.
In terroga tion M eth od

• Analyze balances by date o f last
receipt o r issue.
• Identify items indicated on the
record as bein g obsolete o r
damaged.
• Identify items in inventory at the start
o f the year that w e re still in
inventory at the year-end.
• Identify potentially excessive
balances by evaluating the year-end
balance against past usage o r future
requirements.
• Identify products against w hich
obsolescence formulas are not b eing
correctly applied.
• Identify lines in excess o f maximum
inventory levels.
• Identify items (fo r exam ple,
production o r scrap) for which
exceptional m ovem ents have b een
recorded.
• C om pare identification numbers o f
jobs in process at the end o f the
p e rio d w ith those o f a p rio r period
to identify potentially slow-m oving
items.
• Identify jobs in progress fo r lon ger
than a specified p erio d by referen ce
to the job com m encem ent date.

Effect o n Substantive Proced u res

Th e program w ill p ro vid e totals o f
inventory products against w h ich a
p rovision may b e required. These totals
w ill assist in determ inin g the am ount o f
any provision. Extensive manual
scrutiny o f the inventory records to
identify items against w h ich provisions
may b e requ ired is th erefore avoided.
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